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INTRODUCTION

This is a report on the evaluation of the Human Relations

training program for the year 1969-70. This report will endeavor

(pp./(--0) to evaluate this Title III program in terms of Phase IV

of the guidelines of the State of Tennessee evaluation procedures

for Title III programs (. 3 IINT/). Phase IV of the guidelines is

described in the following words:

Final evaluation, the fourth phase in the nada, provides
for evaluating the effectiveness of the total project or program
by comparing its results with the needs it was designed to ful-
fill and the objectives which were to be met by the program.
In the foregoing section on Operational Evaluation the focus
was on individual, component parts or stages of a project or

program. By contrast, Final Evaluation focuses on the entire
scope of the project and the determination of its success,
or lack of success, in meeting the objectives specified and in

satisfying the needs toward which it was directed.

An effort will also be made to critically evaluate the

contributions of this program in terms of its positive contributions and

drawbacks. It is necessary that this report should be read in conjunc-

tion with the Human Relations Training evaluation report of 1968-69 as

cross-references will be made to this report in the present write up.

,For ready reference a Copy ofX196849report is enclosed in Appendix B.

The Present repori'aill be:divided into two parts. Part I will

deal with theevalUatioh of the program during 1969 -70 year. Part II

will deal with the Phase Iv and the critical evaluation mentioned above.

Part I will describe:

A. The nature of the sample.

B. Design andprocedure.

C. The instruments used and the results obtained.



is

D. Implication of the results.

E. Summary and conclusions.

Relevant statistical tables Are included in the report, for

those readers who might be interested in these. Detailed statistical

analyses are available from the writar on request.
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I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Before the actual description of the sample, some characteristics

of the region from which this sample was selected will be described.

While discussing this region, Norman (aiiff.44) says,

Until very recently, commerce and industry found the
geography of the upper Cumberlands too difficult to deal with
and by-passed the region, leavinh it in semi- isolation. The

upper reaches of the Cumberland river were too sballow for
tugs and barges. Major highway into the region was U.S. 70
North, two lane black-topped road which almost doubled back
on itself as it snaked along the ridges from east to west. A

short line railroad, the Tennessee Central, served the upper
Cumberlands until 1968, when it was forced to declare bankruptcy
and was absorbed by three connecting lines. North-South travel
was entirely dependent upon secondary roads, even more crooked
and discouraging than the east-west route.

Although there were some good times, relatively speaking,
the region's. natural resources were steadily depleted during
the first half of the 20th century.

The last boom came during the 'second World War; after that,
the coal industry was forced to automate and meet the increasing
competition from other forms of industry. The small mines of
Appalachia, including those of the Upper. Cusiberlands became
unprofitable and were closed '..)y operators without much talk
about what would become of the miners. Sometimes miners would
report to work on Monday morning only to find closed notices tacked
on mine tipples. One mine closed for its annual vacation period
and then when workers returned after spending their vacation pay,
presented them with a notice that the mine would no longer
operate.

Federal'efforts to aid the poor of Appalachia formerly
known as "War on Poverty Program" in the upper Cumberlands
have been well intended, and burdened with uncertain finances,
brought on by the Vietnam War and changing bureaucratic'philosophies.
Soon after the act of Great Society legislation was passed in
1965, this country became involved in wide scale warfare in
Vietnam and civil disturbances in urban ghettos. Concern about

national ills focused on the cities. There was a tremendous
outpouring of coverage of ghetto problems in the mass media.
Contrasted to attention generated by urban pressure groups and
militant organizations, the people of Appalachia seemed passive

and scattered. National preoccupation with the cities was such



that national planners overlooked the rural beginnings of

many city problems. Or, if they recognized them, there was

much urgency in the multitude of afflictions of cities like

New York that the rural small town south seemed far away and

was pushed further down the list'of national priorities.

This region which is called Upper Cumberland Region in Tennessee

comprises one-eighth ofAhe total land area in Tennessee. This area

lost nearly ten per cent of its population between 1950 and 1960, but

since 1960 the trend has reversed and the region is now gaining in

population due primarily to industrial, federal funds and general economic

stimulation. But even as late as 1965, one -half of the households had

an effective buying power of less than $2500.00. For every $100.00 that

the average person in the United States had to spend; the average Upper

Cumberland resident hid only $49.00.

The average educational level for adults 25 years of age and

over in the Upper Cumberland area is mid-seventh grade for men and

approximately eighth grade for women. If each person with less than. .

five years of schooling is classified as a functional illiterate,

almost one - fourth of the adult population would fall into this classifica-

tion.

Some students must ride a eamolbus three hours or more daily

to. attend school that does not provide the type of curriculum needed

to prepare them to live in the last third of the twentieth century. Of

the 25 high schools in the Upper Cumberland Region, 18 have enrollments

of less than 500 students. Thirteen of these 25 schools offer 30 courses

or fewer. Five of the school systems have enrollments of leas than 2000

students. Approximately 100 schools have a four-teacher capacity or

less. One-fourth of the teachers have less than a bachelorti degree.
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Art, music, drama, guidance and effective programs in vocational

education are almost non-existent. The number of persons per hospital

bed, the number of persons for each physician and the number of persons

for each dentist in the area is more than twice as large as the same

ratio for the State of Tennessee

Stewart (07E) has raised a basic question by saying'

"How do you improve education in such a region? We could all give many

answers but one main ingredient which has to be considered is the

classroom teacher. We could build fine buildings, provide elaborate

equipment, increase expenditures and do just about anything else we

wish, but the only thing that really makes the difference is the teacher.

Our salaries are too low. We know that by and large we are stuck with

the teachers we have and they with us." So, the argument was made that

we must improve the teachers we have.

The sample consisted of 7/ edudators. These educators had

participated in the Human Relations Training program either during 1968

or during 1969. Selection of the sample was made by the staff who had

worked during the past two years with these participants. The staff

was assisted by the advice of the Director and Co-director of the project.

The guiding principle of the selection was to rake an effort

to choose (on the basis of clinical judgements) those persona who had

'shown potentialities of being successful change agents in the opinion of

the staff. It was not intended that the participants would become

trainers after thieaxperience, but it was hoped that perhaps they could

work, as co-trainers with leaders from regional universities or with one

or two trainers who have formerly been connected with the Upper CuMberland



Program. In this way, it was hoped, that local school systems could

afford to incorporate some Human Relations Training into their inservice

programs.

This sample consisted of 51% males end 49% females. Their

ages ranged from 21 years to 61 years. The mean age was 45.8 years.

Sixtysix percent of the participants were married. Their experiences

ranged from elementary school to high school, to princip0 and

educational administrators.

Usages in the entire sample were studied by the administration

of the feedback questionnaire (pp.01-W) andfleishmanisLeadership

Seale ( II ).

For a more extensive assessment of change, it was not possible

to study the entire sample due to budgetary restrictions. This

extensive assessment was undertaken by selecting 20 persons from the

sample. These 20 persons comprised this mverimental group. A

comparable control group of 20 persons was also selected. Details

about the selection of these experimental and control groups are given

below.

The 20 persons who comprised the experimental group were

chosemin,i randoM strAtifiedmmOner from the total number of

participants. The strata used in the sample selection Wire the

density of pOpulation, theparticipiiing countiethe nature ofjebe,

and the kinds of schools fremwhich they came. An effort wasMade

to ha4e in 'even number of males and females.

In order to select a contio1A0invi'each,participiut in 'the,,

program was asked to nominate two; individUals'whOiwere similar, in, terms.
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of their age, occupation, and number of years of teaching experiences

, to himself, and who had not participated in the program. Half of the

control group consisted of a random sample from these nominations taking

care thalone person was selected at least for each participant. The

,other half of the control grOup was chosen from a school system which

had iMot been exposed to the Human Relations workshop during the three

years, the assumption being that these persons would know less about

this program than those who had been chosen by the experimental group.

Participants in the control group were paid 410:00 for each

interview (described on page.: 110 ). During the workshop each

..participant in the experimental group was paid $13.00 for each day

they attended, plus $3.00 a day for each dependent.

A statistical analysis of the ages, income, and the number

of dependants. of the experimental and control groups indicated that the

two groups did not differ from each other significantly.



DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The nature of the sample, the experimental and the control'

groups used in this investigation hive already been described (pAgeell-ir).

The exact format of the three week human relations program

to which the members of the experimental group were exposed was as

under:.

1. One week was devoted to a programmed problem solving

exercise, namely, RUPS model ( /15 ).

2. The second week was devoted to selfexaminatiOn and planning

for the future and the main instrument used in this case

was a study of Life Style. An outline of this is given in

Appendix A page 10

The(third'Week was devoted to dipauliOion of,"back,hame"

problems in the 'school systemi and'their possible solutions.

This involved interpersonal interactions among'Persons who

held similar jobs. This was follOWed by interactions among

different school faculties which in turn were f011owed by

school systems in a county interchauging'and discussing,

problems. Lastly, the different counties made an'attempt

AO arrive at a solution of some of their Problemi.,

This phase Of training encouraged the participants to draw

on all. the 'skills that thei'had acquired-in the previous two years and

the preceding two wpeks..

The evaluation consisted. of the following step's:
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1. Administration of the Fleishmanleadership Scale ( II )

at the beginning of the three week workshop and at the end

of it to all the participants.

2. Administration of a feedback questionnaire at the end of

the three week workshop to the participants. A copy of

this questionnaire can be found in Appendix A, pages074.

This questionnaire attempted to find out the participants'

perceptions in the area of their improvement of skills

in problem solving, their feelings about the RUPS model,

and the possible applications of the Human Relations Training

program to their inservice training programs back home.

It also tried to tap their feelings about the Life Plan

Program and tried to elicit their ideas about their plane

for problem solving in the back home situations.

3. The 20 persons who compris04 the control group and the 20.'

persons who comprised the experimental group (the details

of the selection have already been given on pages '1- )

were interviewed by experienced interviewers. The

interview outline which was followed can be seen on page

NC? of the Appendix A.

These interviews attempted to assess whether or not the

':..interviewees felt that they had:functioneddifferently in their job,

roles during the past school year as compared to the previous year or

whether or not they had done things differently :during this period of

time.

It also attempted tb assesvif therewereany6hanges in their

tI
t
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relationships with their superiors. An effort was made to learn

more about these changes and their Feelings towards their superiors.

They were also asked i f they related differently or felt differently

towards their students and if they had instituted any new activities

in their school programs during the past school years. In addition,

an effort was made to find out if the teacher's community relation-

ships had been different during the past year. The interview ended

by the interviewee being asked to describe what were the experiences

that changed him most in his life.

The interview took anywhere FNAA 45 minutes to one hour and

extensive nondir cetive probing was used by the interviewers to elicit

the maximum possible information. Due to unavoidable circumstances

e.g., failure of the taPe recorders to record the interviews

persons showing up For interviews who could not be considered as

adequate study subjects in the light of the criteria of sample se-
!

(action) only 19 interviews in the experimental group and 18 inter-

,

views in the oontrol..group were usedAPI-thie:4-

TheintervieW.date..WereConterit analyiedendeppropr ate,

statistical tests run. The findings on the basis of these are dis

cussed later on pages

4. The persons comprising theexperimental and control

groups were given a questionnaire with a request thatit.

be handed over to their superiors by them for completion.'`

This questionnaire was designed,to assess the superior's

perception of changes in, the experimental and control
U:

groups. A copy 'of the question contained in this
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questionnaire can be seen on page III of Appendix A.

Only nine of the experimental group superiors and twelve

of the control group superiors returned this questionnaire

after completion.

It should be pointed out again that part of the evaluation,

namely, the aspect concerned with the Leadership Scale and the

Feedback Questionnaire used the entire sample. While the other part,

namely, the interviewing due to budget limitations, was restricted

to a subsample of the participants and a matched control group.



INTERVIEW ANALYSIS

The sample that comprised the experimental and the control

groups has already been described in detail earlier on pages/it

A cow of the guidelines used for interviewing is contained in the

Appendix A. Page 110

Four interviewers, three of wham had been trainers in the

human relations program interviewed the two groups. Interviews were

taped then transcribed and content analysed. All interviews were

conducted in an open-ended manner and extensive probing was used

to get the saidimsm possible information.

The interviews brought out .a series of developments that had

taken place across the state. These changes varied from county to

county but did not vary for the two groups. They consisted of Such

things as changes in jobs within the put two or three years, changes

brOught about, by administrative modificatiOns.madO. in the school Osten

such as consolidation of schools. It was felt that both you* had

been exposed te the same.sort of changes and that the changes did not

Only a very rough 'attempt, will be made to make generalised 'statements

and. statistically compare groUps since such statistical caparisons

are not feasible without losing a good deal of * data that it.>

available. The report therefore will content Itself in being more

`descriptive' and in attempting to bring out, the responses as much as they

were elicited by the various interviews.
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The first question that was asked of each interviewee was,

"Row do you feel you have functioned as a teacher in this school year

as compared to previous years? The question had sometimes to be

modified because the participants of the experimental group felt that

the changes had occurred not during the past year but since their

experiences in the training labs. The question was therefore generally

modified to mean within the past two or three years rather than a strict

chronological year.

A striking difference in the responses of the two groups

(experimental and control) with very little overlap was the manner in

which the question was interpreted. On the whole the experimental

group perceived this question to refer to intraperecmal changes and

and talked of changes'in their own attitudes, their cosmatrimation

skills aid differences in teaching methods that they had employed. The

problem may have been partly compotuded by the fact that nearly all

the interviewers were past trainers of the sensitivity training labs

so that when these trainers asked these questions the respondents

assumed that they were talking about variables that they had discussed

within the training labs.

The control group on the other hand generally tended to

refer to changes that had taken place in the external °innateness of

their jobs and talked of changes in their job, changes in the school

system such as consolidation of schools, etc. A few of these, but a

smaLl sdnority, did refer to the changes as related to their6own

personalities.



in categorising the respondents' statements in terms of

whether they referred to the personal changes or to the physical changes

we find that sixteen of the experimental group spontaneously referred

to the personal changes and two to the physical changes whereas five

of the controlled referred to personal changes and fourteen to physical

changes. The differences are statistically significant at the more than

.01 level (x21:13.80) (Table I , papa").

A look at the types of responses will give a flavor of the

differences in the groups. The experimental group made such statements

as, "The discipline in my room has changed radically. Formerly I

would paddle any child who answered as in a sarcastic manner. Now I

look for the why, the reason the child is misbehaving. I tell my

students that they may exprass their opinions but they mat express

them in an acceptable manner. Another one stated, "I feel more

comfortable. I have better relations with, teachers. I know the

difference between respect and fear of authorityand I feel IWO open."

Another stated, 1 have learned to speak out more. I feel more 'in

the group with the others.' I feel more a participant and less an

observer." Another one stated, "I feel more receptive to others

suggestions andiriomplaints." Others stated, "I look at other person's

side of prohlesi more," or "I am accepting people even, when I can't

accept ideas," or "I feel more aware of feelings of others."

Additional responses were such as, "I have realised a

limitation within myself. That is, I am not emotionally geared for

working with special types of children." Or, "I place greater emphasis

on involving the whole group." Or, "I permit class discussions to

stray from subject matter occasionally."
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Table!

Q. 1. Functioning as a Teacher

Nature of
:Change

Esperimenal
Group

Control
Group

Total

Personal Change
(including teaching
methods) 16 5 21

Physical Change (New
Job, external circum-
stances, work load) 2 14 16

Total 18 19 37

x2 = 13.80 P< .001*
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Some of the participants had tried to apply procedures they

had learned in the training labs. Some of than said for instance that

they had tried role playing in their classes or that they had allowed

subordinate teachers below them to share responsibility of presiding

over faculty meetings. One of the principals stated that he now

involves teachers and parents to get the work done rather than taking

sole responsibility for everything. Another stated that he likes to

find out why a student is indifferent and used this information in

compiling tests in order to get these students actively involved. Another

stated that she takes initiative in finding lays to improve a child's

emotional and intellectual situation.

Generally speaking the experimental group was clearly aware

of their interpersonal relationships and felt that they had changed and

that their function as a teacher was due to the change within theiselves

rather than to other change'. This is not to say that they were not

aware at all of the physical changes. For instance, some of them

Mentioned that they had a new job or that they now taught a different

type of a class than they used to or that they were' now a sole teacher

in a school where they had been used to being part of a team or that

they had different type of a job all. together. However, as stated

above the predominance of the topics mentioned referred to the inter-

personal relationships with emphasis on the change having been brought

about because intrapersonal changes.

As opposed to this the control group was not that preoccupied

with or 'that aware of their own role. With the toomptice of five 'People

who referred. to their personal involvement sometimes in positive and
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sometimes in negative ways the majority of the group referred to the

changes that had taken place in the total school structure. Their

responses ranged Liras, "There is more apparent cooperation," to, "I

have a new job, it's a different type of a job," "The currieuluatis more

strenuous and I have felt it necessary to teach several classes which

makes me feel not caipletely involved in any job," or "This is q first

year at a new type of school and I am teaching more academic subjects

than I used. to," or "We are nar trying out a new method, the phonetic

method, and I feel that I am not covering as much material as in

previous years." There was a sprinkling of a certain amount of a Hose

of frustration in these adjustments to be made and there were references

to such things as the teaching load being heavier, classes being larger,

equipment being scarce, and more. overcrowding in schools.

A few of the control group referred to changes within them-

selves but as mentioned above there were only five of the control group

who made suck statements. Sams of these statements were _positive. For

maple, one respondent said that he felt acre confident himeslf,

he had better insight and overall had learned to cope better. though

he could not pinpoint ths reason. Another respondent said that she

felt "more relaxed in the alasaroos "I talk more to my students to

'discover their problems." A third one stated that he saw his role as

a superintendent differently. Re felt that he represented thetesahers

and the students more and the board of education lass. A fel, of them

were diiisatisfied with what was happening. Me of,.them felt strongly

that her work had deteriorated compared to other years and another ale

was concerned aboUt "divelling,ffy image as an angry and sour teacher."

"I an trying to control wy temper:More."



Since there is no nasal to assume that the 'experimental

group had fewer problems to tackle with as regards the changes in job

structure or in the job itself or in the school structure, it is

interesting to see the differences between the two. The experimental

group is very much aware of themselves and of their own change bringing

about changes in things around then. :They see the functicang.,ai a

1..1

teacher having differed not because of the external changes that have

taken change that ththe y haveplace in, their life but because of

11

I

eiperienced within themselves. They therefore .becase a sowne of change

rthemselves.

The second question became a little more specific and asked

if they had done anything differently as 'a teacher in the school year

1.1

(or the past two years) is compared to prior years . At a general

level we find that both the groups did things 'differently. It seems

lithat there had been changes in their functions as a rule.

Only one of the experimental group and only three out of the

control stated that there had been no :binge. These differences in tern.

11

. ,

of change or no change 'across the 'two groups are not statistically

significant (Table page tics).

Looking at the types of answers they gave, one, findithe..--

IL persistence of the earlier theme, that is, the experimental 'iroup'tended

more to talk. about interpersonal relationships and hr they could,

modify,these as opposed to the control group which, to *sane, extent,

tended to concentrate more on changes residing as outside theMselves.''

There is a certain degree of overlap Isere, but the dominant thesis.

seem to be different. Theixperimental group said such things-as that
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they utry to see the students' side more." One respondent gave a

specific example of the change in discipline. He said that a child

who had stolen five dollars was told by him that if the child returned

the money he would not be paddled, something that he would not have done

in previous years. Another respondent mentioned the case of a student

who she felt WU not doing up to par. The teacher went out of the my

to talk to the girl and to do things for her to show her that she was

wanted and was liked. In both instances, the respondents felt that they

would not have been this aware of seeking different ways of handling

children's problems.

Other members of the experimental group stated that they took

special interest in problem students, that they asked students how

students feel about things, that they Went out of their way to

commuticate idth those that they deal with and try and get all of them

involved the activities rather than a taw. They felt that they were

more expressive, that they had allowed the students to join, in planning

their classes, that they had let the students express themselves

more, that they had asked the, parents to encourage them, that they had

listened more to find out what the students liked and how they felt

&ben* the instructor. Ale of the respondents said that she was jotting

down ideas about how to. help teachers have a better classroom experience.

She added that she felt that she now confronts 'problems rather than

avoids them and that she offers her own ideas with less anxiety than

she used to.

A. few' of them referred to the specific changes that had taken

.place in their surroUndings for example,', one mentioned that she was now



teaching all eight grades whereas she only used to teach a few grades

in previous years. Some stated that they had started with "modern

math" and had more instrumental facilities in the classroom than

they used to. One or two had even tried sensitivity training

techniques with their colleagues.

As opposed to the experimental group, the control group

mentioned such things as using new work books in the courses they

teach or, "I let students work more on their own and give longer

lectures. Both of these changes- are due to the fact that the students

I an working with this year are more mature than thate of. last year."

A third one said that she is working with the whole class and then dividing

them into small groups or "that she was very involved with the new

phonetic techniques being used." One person mentioned that he was

handling students differently and was heir* more sympathetic towards

the students as individuals. Some mentioned a change of subject matter

or the type of work that they used. One person had sent a survey to

parents concerning children's reaction to the kindergarten to better

understand the school or that they had worked especially' hard to

change some of the program. Generally speaking, it seems that the

control group teacher does not see himself as the change agent as each

as the experimental group does.

The next question (Question 3) referred to the respondent's

realtionship with other teachers or colleagues. Here again we get

rather striking differences in the two groups.

The experimental group talkelid in terms of greater awareness

of others, of better commication with others, of greater acceptance
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of others, and at being more open to others. None of them felt that

there had been any negative irteraction with other teachers or colleagues.

In contrast to this, the control group.predminantly (14 out of 19)

stated that there had been no change in their relationships With their

colleagues. Three of the controls had ems negative statements about

their relationships and one had ease positive statements. Categorising

the responses in term of emphasis on awareness, openness, or

ocemunicatini as opposed to no change and a negative change across the

two groups, we get a statistically significant difference (chi-square

31.20 significant beyond the .001 level) (Table 3,
A look at the type of reopen's' given by the two groups show

that the experimental group tends to talk about such things as, "I'm

more conscious of the ocaplextty of thing.," "I gam greater emphasis

in working together and therefore am acre cooperative," "I try to see

how others feel,* NI try to hear the problem more,* "I'm store sensitive

to others' problems," "Ism more aware of teachers' feelings and talents

through cammunication,* *Association with other teachers has helped me

moors than emything else,* NI do less prejudging of a problem and am more

accepting of a problem," "I feel more a part and they SWIM closer to

me. I feel I can talk to them sore," "I do not feel as shy and speak

out more in inter-relationships,* mks a conscious effort to be

tolerant of others' views if they are different from mine."

The control group, on the other hand, predominantly felt

that there had been no change in their relationship. It seems that

in this canted the socially desirable iesponse as seen by the control

group was cat of no change with implications of that °emoting steadfastness



Table 3

Q. watsd Differently to Other Teachers or

Changed in a
positive manner

Changed in a
'negative maner

17 1

'No

reply

p .001*

19

2



and loyalty. As mentioned above, one person mentioned that the Annie

had been in a positive direction.' She stated that She now had more

meaningful relationships with the other teachers. This respondent

attributed this change to an inservice program. The three negative

responses consisted of such things as the respondent feeling that the

other teachers were not working; as hard as she was or that there

wee not as much "cooperation as there used to be" or 'there is loos

contact between the teachers than there used to

Question four "pacifically asked about any change in activities

within these relationships with other teacher or peers. A locik at

Table AP indicates that ten out of the control aid :Ivo out of the

experimental group felt that there had been no change in activities.

Twelve that is a majority of the experimental group,. felt that the

change had been of a Positive nature. None of the control groups

felt that the activities had changed in a positive direction. One each

in both the groups felt that the change had been in a motive direction

and one out Of the experimental and three out of the central felt that

the changes could be attributed to new jobs. ,,lastly, one out of the

experimental and four out of the control did not refer to thistopic.

Statistically sPeakingore find that the' differences betwemathe two
d

grOps are signifiCant at the .01 level (chi square 19.21).

A lOOk at Table 4 shows that the greatest ancient of variance

occurs in the perception of change or no change and the change being

positive (rows 1 and 2). The specific responsesglientry the paxticipants,

reveal that the eXperimental-grOup referred to such things as better

:'''''
cOmmUnication better invOlvilent with otherslin siailar activities,



Taib le 4

Q. 4. Activities Differed in Relation to Teachers or %ere

Changed in a
positive direction

18

P4 .001*

10

Tots].

2

15

5

19 37
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better participation, etc. Some of the cacamples of types of responses

in this connection were, "I gave advice to a new teacher upon request

which I would not have done before," or "I gave a program on sensitivity

training that got the teachers involved," or "Tried uniuccessfull7 to

start a sensitivity training group but am trying to change meetings

to sake them more interesting and as trying to gain more political

poser for the teachers." Some others stated that they were trying to

encourage teachers to actively participate in faculty meetings by

allowing them to share the task of presiding over .meetings. Saes

others still felt that they were trying to work as a team on similar

problem; or "work more closely with peers."

Three out of the control group felt that the change had

been towards a negative direction. Their responses es consisted of such

things as "I don't associate with the teachers because they WO catty,"

or "There is a lack of trust and not as mush interaction as there used

to be, I do not feel at ease," or "Ralati.onships have gotten bad

because of the political split." Three of the control group felt that

new jobs had brought about changes which had led to different types

of activities with these peers. They mentioned changes< in the

structure of their roles which had led to more or less contact with

their peers.

The next two questions dealt with the respondents' relation-

ships with their superiors aril any particular kinds of activities that

had changed in this context. Question five dealt with their relation-

ship with their superiors and question six with "their particular

activities. The group differences are not so pronotmced in these cases

LI

Li

jj

V



as they have been in the variables dealt above. The groups did not

show any particular change in their relationships with their. superiors

(Table 5 page ag ). Five* out of the experimental group and six out

of the control felt that there had been no change. Moven out at the

experimental and nine out of the control felt that the change had

been a positive one. The remaining members of the two groups felt

that the change had either been a negstive one or had not really

occurred in such a way as to be assessed because of the change in the

job.

It try be interesting to see in what Eimer the two groups

talk about the positive relationship with their superiors. The experi-

mental tends to talk more about better camamication with their

superior, feel that they are more accepting of their relatienship or

a combination of. the two. Sone of the reipcmdents stated that they

felt freer to express their opinion, they felt less inferior and felt

more confident in their relationships, some felt that they had been

of *ore help to their principal, or felt closer to the principal

especially the ones who had had sensitivity training.

?he control group when talking of their positive relaticeehips

talk about feeling closer to the superintendent. The control group

mentioned such things as being able to see the superintendent more

because of the new job or that they felt closer to the superintendent

because of the political situation within the board of education. &es

of the negative cainents made by the group were that they felt that

in one case the superior had neglected the job because of political

differences and another that the sine of the faculty of

,2$
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Table 5

Q. 5. Relation with Superiors

Reperinental
.---...

Croup
Control total

mina
positive direction It 9 20

Changed in a
negative direction

No (thane 11

Nev lob 1

Total 19 V

z2 4.06 p<30'



had made it harder to see the principal comparatively speaking or

that the new principal was not a very good communicator.

Question raster six dealt with any differences in the school

activities irnrolning the superiors as such. Here again there are no

striking differences between the groups' (Table 6 , page 31 ). Pour

out of the experimental and seven out of the control group felt that

there had been no differences in activities. Eight of the experiiiental

group and three out of the control group felt that there had been new

activities which they regarded in a positive manner. Some of the

participants mentioned a *hangs in attitude towards a positive direction

but the total differences hares though more marked than in the question

fiveswere notistatistically significant (x2.9.1,8, p4.10).

Questions seven and eight dealt with the relationship of the

respodent with students or their subordinates. It dealt with their

relationships with the students or their subordinates if the respondent

happened to be a principal or a board of education *timber. In this

case the differences between the groups were again not marked and did

not approach statistical significance (Table 7 , page 34 ). Two out

of the experimental group and six out of the control group felt that

their relationships with the students had not changed in the immediate

peat. Fifteen out of the experimental group and alma out of the

control mentioned specific relationships with the students and felt that

these had changed for the better. Two out of the control group and none

out of the experimental group felt that their relationships with the

students had deteriorated.

Some of the maples of the types of responses given by the
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Table 6

Q. 6. Activities in Relationship with Superiors

Ekperimental
Group

Control
Group

Total

Changed in a
positive direction

Changed int
negative direction

)

Changed in job structure
hence no comparison
possible

Change in attitude
(positive)

No change

Total

9.18
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Q. 7.ticP with Student or Sebordbates

1.1

'71
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experimental group Concerned chiefly with sensitivity, more openness

and acceptance. For examples'ame said that they listened to the .

students more than they used to in'trying to find out\how,theyfelt.

Others stated that they listened to their teachers if these happened

to be their subordinates for ideas and suggestions which they had not

previously done and that they were more considerate of the subordinate's

feelings. Same of them also felt that they had made fewer snap

judgments and listened to the different points of view, they trusted

others more and felt more donfidende inAheir ability to better

Communicate than they had previously been to do. There seemed

to be, particularly for the experimental groUps a certain amount of

redundancy in.the answer to thilluestion and to question number one.

Question number one had to a great extent dealt with these same kinds

of matters thOugh there the respondents had spontaneously interpreted

the question to involve relationships with'the ptudents.:.

The control4rOup mentioned 'such things as that they were

being better accepted by the sUbordinates or that scmeof thepartioU-

lar political situations hid became more Conducive to better relation-

shipe or that they felt closer to the students or that they felt more

responsible for the students or that they found the subordinates more

friendly. -.The respondents in the control group who felt that the

relationships had deteriorated felt that'theihadtrouble getting

through to the studente;found that thereWas an increase in cheating

and that there vas a lack of interest on the studentsvpart. Another

respOodent felt that he could not get as close to the students because

of the changes in the school structure chiefly the greater enrollment



in the schools and the larger school group as such and missed the aloe

contact that he had had in previous years

oiestion eight dealt with any activities related to students

that had been changed in these years. Here again we find that the

groups seem to be Somewhat different. The chief area of difference

appears- to be *at we have termed selfinitiated activities, that is,

activities that were instituted by the teacher or the superior in

question. Table 8 , page 35 shows that two of the experimental and

eight of the contrcI' felt that there had been no change in activities.

Compared to this thirteen out of the experimental mentioned specific

activities that they themselves had initiated and four out of the control

mentioned such activities. Some of the members of the group mentioned

such things as using specific techniques' in establishing more interaction

with the stmients. They let the stuients take part in planning and

trying to find out what the students! interests were. They ilso felt

that they were more active in involving the student towards irdepenient

thought or dealing with the students in a more informal situations.

One or two of the respondentsents described specific incidents where. they

had tried to use special games that the student, could use in classwork

in-order to get him more involved and be a more active participant.

Some felt that they were now more realistic in their dealings iwith

problem children and that they could encourage their,.subordinntes to

work towards their problems more adequately then they used to.

The small 'number of the control group who mentioned particular

activities that they had instituted explained that these took the form

of greater emphasis on participation and less on tests Or givIng students
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Table 8

Q. S. Activities in Dealing idth Subordinates

1.5

Experimental
Oimoup

Self-initiated changes

Externally initiated
changes

No champ

Total

13

3

2

z2 im 10.14 p4.01*

Total

17

10

10
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more work to do, or more involvement of subordinates in the sleetings

that took place or they themselves felt more involved in the.activities

that they had. A greater number of the ccetrol sentioned the change

in the job as such and the changes in the activities that the job had

brought because of the newness of the job or the changes in the school

structure. These were regarded as externally instituted changes. The

differences between theee two groups along these dimension are

statistically significant at greater than .01 level (x2r- 10.14)

(Table 8 , page 35).

When we mention here kinds of activities there seems to be

a difference in the language used by' the two groups. The experimental

group tends to talk about more ?articipation, more, acceptance, more

involvement, more problem solving and the control group talks more

on a level of how they can relate to othei people. It is as if the

(1;

oiperimental group has acquired a new set bf language which they are

now using in their classroom situations. To what turbsont the lengung

commmnicates and conveys the specific nature of the activities and to

what extent these activities are in fact different is difficult to

Judge.

The last two questionsviumetions nine and ten, dealt with

their relationships with their comonity. Question nine asked if the

respondent felt that he had related differently to the community during

the past two or three years a. compared to previous years. Question

ten dealt with any activities that they had involved themselves in with

regard to their communities. Hare the differences between the nature

of the interviews (discussed separately, see page 't )`came a little
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more pronounced because several of the respondents did not talk about

the relationship with their cananities. Seven out of the experimental

and three out of the control did not refer to awl calamity relationships

and presumably the interviewer in this cue did not specifically ask

for these areas.

Apart from this we find (Table 9, page as) that seven of:

the experimental and three of the control group related different

relationships in various groups. Four out the experimental and

ten out of the control felt that there had been no difference in their

relationships within the community as such. The group differences

are significant statistically at more than .05 level (xig

Eximdning the responses as such we find that the experimental

group felt that they had ,joined w more groups, they were more active

than they used to be, or that they had better relationships with the

RA, or that they tried to talk with the parents are, or that they

had tried to mix with the people more and find out how they felt. On

respondent felt that he had done less in the calamity than he used to.

In the control group we find that the respondents minticeed

such things as spending more tine in working in the PTA or the clinches.

A few felt that they were doing less in the ccsammity than they used

to and that the ccememi.ty had enlarged and it was not possible for

then to be as actively involved as they used to.

The last question, number ten dealt with the activities within

the ocememity that had been different. Here again we find that the

differences between the two groups are not statistically significant. (Table 10,

page 31) Pour out of the experimental and ten out of the control felt
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Table 9

Q. 9. Relaticeships with the Ceimantty

Eitperinenta/

Group
Control
Group

Total

Better relationships

Worse relationships

3



?able 10

Q. 10. Activities with Relationship to Calamity

Experimental
Oroup

Control
Croup

Total

More activities 4

Fewer activities

No change

No response

19

x26.486.48 P4.10

37



that there had been no change in their activities. Pleven out of the

experimental and four out of the control felt that there had been

greater degree of activity in the comunity. Two out of the experi

mental and three out of the control felt that they had bums less

active within the calamity.

Emu:thing the responses we find that the experimental group

mertioned such things as visiting the community mad taking more part

in the local politics. A few of the experimental group mentioned

introducing sensitivity training in the church, that people had becalm

interested in sensitivity training or that they had better and closer

relationships with the local county officials than they used to.

The control group in this commection mentioned such things

as trying to contact more parents than they used to or generally

participating more than they used to. Two of the control group felt

that they were doing less, one because of illness in the past and the

other that he just did not see as many parents as he used to in the

Past.

One of the questions asked not by all of the interviewers

but by some of them was how much change the respondents felt within

themselves in the put two or three years, the three years being the

period when they were involved in the sensitivity training groups.,

It was an attempt to gauge the extent of the change that the respondents,

particularly the experimental group, regarded as obvious, especially

with reference to other Luidmarke in their life thatthey would regard

as responsible for intrapersonal change. No quantitative analysis

can be made of this answer because apparently the question was asked



in different ways by different interviewers. However, it seems that

a great majority of the experimental group felt that the greatest

amount of change within them had case due to the sensitivity training.

Same of them mentioned other events in their life but it say safely

be said that at least half of them felt that the greatest amount of

change had occurred during these put three years. As opposed to this

the control group mentioned severe events in the course of their life

not concentrated in the same period of time. They mentioned such events

as a time when they had taken a new course or had been sick or had bion

to college or had been to the Army or there had been a death in the

family or that they had been told same =pleasant things by ethers

around them.

In sorry then it appears that the two groups did react

differently and do perceive the changes within themselves as being

different. One of the global effect in emining through the interview

is that the experimental group has as it were acquired a new "culture."

This culture constitutes of such things as talking about camendetation,

accepting each other, greater participation, prolamin solving. They were

also very much apparently aware of the fact that they were being

interviewed by the trainers who had been instrumental in propogating

such a "culture." It is a matter of speculation whether they would

have given the same type of *norm if they had not been questioned by

the same trainers. The control group apparently has not acquired

such a vocabulary and tends to express genera.1),y more negative

attitudes than the experimental group does. Cu is impressed by the

;cadmium:to of positive phrases fray the experimental group. It almost
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ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED BY SUPERVISORS

The method of construction of this questionnaire and the

method of administration have already been described an pagell .

A cagy of this questionnaire is contained in t1. Appendix A Pogo III .

In the first question regarding changes in functioning from

that of previous years eight of the nine experimental group members were

reported to be functionin3 differently, while of the control group only

six of the twelve members were reported to be functioning differently.

Statistical analysis by the chi square statistic with one degree of

freedom (Table 11 page*) indicates the change made by the experimental

group is statistically significant (p4C.02). The change made by the

control ;romp is not significantly different from what Wald be expected

on the basis of chance factors (p .50). An analysis of the changes

mode by the experimental group indicates the individuals became more

sensitive to others, expressed their opinions more freely, and were

better listeners. Included in the category of becoming more sensitive

to others were four responses indicating an increased emphasis upon

each child as an individual, three merensee indicating more understanding,

one:rospanse indicating increased empathy, and one response indice#,Ing

increased awareness of the feelings *robber*. Seven of the exPerisontel

groupmemberirwere reported to more milyempiess their opinions and

six members were reported to be batter listeners. Of the six control

grOup members who were reported to have changedIfive were reported to

have became more professional and only one was reported to have increased

sensitivity to others.

The results of the first question suggest that in the opinion

of supervisors of participeniSithe hUman>relations training program
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Table 11

Functioning Differently

Group . Changed Unchanged x2 p

Experimental Group 8 1 5.44 p 4.02

Control Group 6 6 .46 P .51

Total 14 7 3.50 P <10

1

I



significantly increased sensitivity in interpersonal situations and

improved commanication, both self - expression and receptiveness to

others. The change made by the contr.)/ group of becoming more professional

seems consistent with additional on the job experience.

In the second question regarding teacher initiated activities

seven of the ten experimental group members were reported to have

initiated one or more activities; while five of the Weave control

group members have initiated activities. Statistical analysis by obi

square (Table 12, page %) indicates while neither was statistically

significant the experimental group tended to initiate more activities

(p . .21) than the control group (p *JO.

An analysis of the activities initiated by experimental group

members indicates that on the basis of the perception of supervisors

four of4he members' new activities dealt With instructional programs,

in- service training, and curriambeschanges: Two experimental group

members initiated activity to improve commmications among faculty,

students, and parents. One experimental group member initiated

sensitivity programs in faculty meetings to help the other teachers

increase their understanding 'f their students. Thd activities

initiated by the five control group members dealt with instructional

programs, 1a-service training and curriculum changes.

The results of the second question suggest that in the opinion

of supervisors the human relations training program increased teacher

initiated activities particularly those designed to improve communise?.

tions,and increase understanding. Three of the experimental group

members initiated activities to improve interpersonal relationships
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Table 12

Initiate New Activities

Group Tee NO: Z2 P

Experimental cup 7 3 1.60 p .. .21

Control Croup 5 7 .33 p an .58

Total 10 1.67 p 4.20



while none of the control group members initiated this type of.activity.

Approximately equal proportions of both groups initiated activities

dealing with in-service training, instructional programs, and

curriculum changes.

The third question ascertains if the teacher has joined or

supported and new activities started by others. Eight of the ten

experimental group members were reported to have joined and/or supported

activities initiated by others, while five of the twelve control group

members joined and/or supported activities initiated by others. Statistical

analysis by chi square (Table 13, AWN) indicates the experimental

group members supportof other Initiated activities is significant

at 5% level ofcfmiidence, while the results of the 'control group

members ware not significantly different from what would be expected

on the basis of chew factors.

Of the experimental group members two joined groups to

improve in-service training, three worked on improving instructional

programs or curriculum guides, and three tried new instructional programs.

Of the five control group members who supported other initiated

activities four joined groups to improve instructional methods, three

of the five worked on a salary cos ittee one of the five worked on

imprOving in-service training, and two of, the five aided in visits

by administrator, and parents to their school.

The results of the third question suggests that according

to the supervisors' perceptions the human relations training program

increases joining and/or support of other initiated activities.



Table 13

Join Other Initiated Activities

Group Yes No
z2

P

Experimental Group 8 2 3.60 P la .05*

Control Group 5 7 .30 p all .586.
Total 13 9 3.34



The fourth question deals with the teacher's relation to

other teachers. Analysis of the results of the experimental group

members indicates that nine of the ten members were reported to have

above average relationships with other teachers and only one teacher

was reported to have only average relationships. Of the thirteen

control groupmembers three were reported to have less then average

relationships, one with average relationships, and the remaining nine

members above average relationships with other teachers. The results

are presented in Table 14, page 50.

While a statistical analysis was not significant the results

of question four suggest that the human relations training program

increased teacher-teacher relations.

The fifth question deals with the teacher's relation to

students. The results of the experimental group indicate that all had

better than average relationships with theii students. Two of the

nine members were reported to assist students with personal problems.

The results (Table 15, page 51) of the thirteen control group members

indicate two members have only satisfactory relationships with their

students, nine have better than average relationships, and two members,

both adednistrators, were reported to hive the respect of the students

but their relationship with students was undeterminable. Two members

of the control soup were also reported to assist students with

personal problems.

Statistical analysis was not significant and differences

in teecher-itudent rolationshipsbetween the experimental and control

groups are slight but do seem to suggett that the human relations training
.

program tends to increase teacher-student relations.
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Table 14

Teacher - Teacher Relations

Group Relationships11.11
Below Average Average Above Average

Bcperinental Group 0 9

Control Croup 3 1 9

Total 3 2 18
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Table 15

Teacher - Student Relations

Average

0

2

2

Group

Anoi

fterimental Group

Control 'Cup

Totalil

Relationships

Above Average

9

9

18

.1111.1.1
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The sixth question requests any additional information that

might be pertinent to understanding the role of the teacher being

evaluated. Analysis of the results of question six did not yield any

additional relevant information.

In summary, it can be said that in the opinion of the teachers

and supervisors the human relations training program Significantly

increased sensitivity in interpersonal relations, expressiveness of

opinions, and openness to the opinions of others. The training tended

to increase self-initiation of raw activities and increased joining

and /or support of ther initiated raw activities both of whi9h suggest

increased concern for improvement or at least increased communication

of concern for, improvement and an openness to new ideas and new

techniques. The training also tended to improve teacher-teacher and .

teacher-student relations.



FLEISHMAN'S LEADERSHIP OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

In an attempt to assess the results of the three weeks pro-

gram (pp. q ), the participants were administered the Leadership

Opinion Questionnaire by Edward A. Fleishman ( ). This question-

naire was administered at the beginning oF the workshop and again at

the end of the workshop.

The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire provides measures of

two dimensions of supervisory leadership. The First measure, called

consideration, provides some measure of the amount of trust, respect,

and warmth between the supervisor and his subordinates. The second

measure is cal led structures and is intended to reflect the extent

to which the individual is I ikely to define and structure his own

role and those of his subordinates toward goal achievement. The

ideal situation would, of course, be for an individual to have a

high score on both scales, the high score on consideration being

indicative of a climate of good rapport and the high score on

structure being indicative of one who plays an active role in

directing group activities.

The data was grouped into Four groups: a pre-group for

consideration scale, a pre-group For structure scale, a post-group

For the consideration scale, and a post-group Far the structure

scale. Using this data, two t-tests were performed on the mean

scores, pre versus post on consideration and pre versus post on

structure. The results of these t-tests were not significant with



the largest mean difference being .74 with means around 50.0.

In an attempt to explain the non- significant findings, it

has decided to evaluate the nature of the questions being asked by

the questionnaire. In doing this it ,,,as noted that the wording of

'many of the questions was such that it would not be applicable to

the participants who were primarily classroom teachers. Such ques-

tions as those including the term subordinates do not seem applicable

in the case of a classroom teacher who has very Few, for all prac-

tical purposes, superiors, and one can seriously doubt that the

teachers think of their students as subordinates. Also the ques-

tionnaire. refers to the unit in which a person works and this term

would also most likely be quite unfamiliar to classroom teachers.'

These questions, of course, reFer to the structure part of the

questionnaire.

On the consideration scale such items as treating persons

under you as equals would hardly be applicable in the view of a

classroom teacher. Also such things as discussing just how much

work needs to be done in the classroom with the students would also

be confusing to the teachers. Another item, waiting for persons in

the work unit to push new ideas, also seem. highly inappl icabla to

the classroom situation as no teacher is I ikely to wait for his

students to suggest the next topic of study. Another item, about

making decisions for what and how the people under you shall do their

tasks, seems to leave only one possible answer for the teacher in the
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Overall it would appear that while the Leadership Opinion

Questionnaire might be very valid in the industrial setting, its

wording simply makes it inapplicable in the present setting of

classroom teachers or perhaps even any setting outside that of

industry. It is Fairly obvious that some such instrument is called

for that could be used in a more general setting and it may be pos-

sible that the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire could be used as a

basis For constructing such an instrument.



ANALYSES OF THE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE*

A questionnaire consisting of Fourteen items was administered

to the participants of the workshop with the intention of finding de-

tails about their reaction to the experience. The responses were at

times redundant and at times overlapped. The intention of the ques-

tions was to start From the global responses to the more specific

. items. The general impression is that there is a slight inconsis-

tency in the responses of the participants in that they have some-

times made statements that have partly been contradicted in a later

response. However, since this practice was not very widespread no

attempt will be made here to analyze these occasional inconsistencies.

The responses were examined in order of their position on the ques-

tionnaire and the data will be dealt with in that order..

Some of the questions could be answered in a "yes," "no,-

and "don't know" fashion. These responses were classified into

mutually exclusive categories. However, other questions, namely

numbers 1, 7, 11, 13(a), 13(b) and 14 were more open-ended. These

responses were classified into several categories which are neither

mutually exclusive nor comprehensive. Consequently, some answers were

classified as Falling into more than one category. The per cent in

these questions are an indication of how many of the total number or

respondents expressed that sentiment rather than a percentage of all

the sentiments expressed. In all cases the percentages were rounded off.

*Pertinent tables pertaining to this analysis can be found on pp.(- 7t
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The first question asked was whether the workshop met the expec-

tations of the participants. Ninety-four per cent of the respondents

stated that it did so, four per cent gave a qualified yes, and only

one individual stated that it did not meet his expectations. He felt

that there was too much "confrontation" between emerging leaders. The

people who reported that the workshop did meet their expectations

wholly or partially gave some details of how this was done. The re-

sponses indicated three main areas of concern. The first section

(items 1 through 4 in Table 17, p.44) dealt with statements dealing

with the person's self. The second section (items 5 through 7 in

Table 17, p. i1) emphasized the experience of the group as a whole.

The third section (items 8 through 14) dealt with statements dealing

with the workshop sometimes at a global.level (items 8 through 10) and

at others its more specific aspects (items 11 through 14). The last

section dealt with statements that were categorized as "generalized."

A look at Table 17, p.0, shows that twenty-nine per cent of

the respondents stated that they felt that their understanding of them-

selves was better. Another twenty-nine per cent felt that their rela-

tionships with other people were better. Nine per cent felt that their

ability to communicate was better. Seven per cent felt that they were

able to solve their problems more adequately. Some of the respondents

did not talk directly about themselves but in their responses talked

,nare of their participation as a group member. Ten per cent of these
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felt that all of them understood each other better. One person mentions

specifically that they were able to "air" their problems. One person

felt that the opportunity to meet new people was very helpful. There

were some comments made on the nature of the general workshop. Twenty -

five per cent felt that the experience was relevant to their jobs. Ten

per cent Felt that the useful things were some specific techniques that

they acquired during the experience. Seven per cent felt that the staff

was good. One person specifically mentioned Dr. Busby as being good and

one person mentioned that the workshop was better planned than last year.

One person each also mentioned that the "RUM' was good; one felt that

it was bad. Some of the respondents felt that the experience was good

but did not qualify the goodness of the experience or make any comments

about how it generalized either to themselves or to their jobs or etc.

This group constituted thirteen per cent.

The next question asked was if the experiences had made a person

more or less competent to do inservice training, or if the degree of

competence remained unchanged. Here (Table 18 , p.ti ) ninety-nine per

cent of the people Felt that they were more competent and one person

Felt that his competence had remained the same. No one stated that he

had become less competent due to the experience.

The third question (Table 19 , p.69) dealt with their intentions

to use innovative, techniques in their classrooms or their Feeling that

these techniques were not applicable and that they did not plan to use



these. Here again the majority felt very positively and ninety-one

per cent of the respondents felt that they would use innovative tech-

niques in their classrooms. One person felt that the techniques were

not applicable to the classroom and two people stated that they did not

plan to use ele.se techniques in their classroom. Three people, namely

four per cent of the group, Felt that the question was really not

applicable at all. Since these responses were not qualified, it is

difficult to assess what the group implied.

The Fourth question (Table 20, p.ii ) dealt with improvement in

their skills in attacking problems. There was unanimous agreement that

their skills in problem solving had improved as such.

The fifth question (Table 22, p. ) dealt with their reaction

to a particular section of the workshop. and how meaningful the "RUPS"

model was as a learning experience. The majority orthe participants

found the course meaningful. Twenty-eight per cent stated that it was

"very meaningful" and fifty-seven stated that it was "meaningful."

Thirteen per cent felt that it was only somewhat meaningful and one

person felt that it was "meaningless."

Question six (Table 23 p.1P ) dealt with their opinion of

whether "RUPS" model should be made available to all teachers in their

inservice training. Eighty-five per cent of the participants felt that

it should be made available and fifteen per cent had some doubts about

this and could not make up their minds one way or the other.



Question seven (Table 21 , p.110)asked them to describe three

aspects of the life plan program and how it could be adopted in their

back home situations. Twenty-one per cent of the respondents did not

given any response to this particular aspect. Nineteen per cent men-

tioned "life Focus and goals." Six per cent felt that it could point

out common problems and another six per cent felt that it could help

them understand values of the students. Twelve per cent felt that it

could help them solve and understand their family, church, or the P.T.A.

Nineteen per cent felt that they could understand the faculty and teachers

somewhat better. Thirteen per cent mentioned one specific technique or

the other. The thirteen per cent consisted of almost one person each

mentioning such things as strength "perception bombardment," "life chart

plan," "peak and weak experiences," "Joe-Harry window." Six per cent

mentioned that the obituary and epitaph were helpful. Seven per cent

felt that the feedback practice could be applied to the back home

situation. Three per cent felt that the life plan program was partially

useful and one person Felt that it was of no help to him.

The eighth question (Table 24 , p.rn ) asked whether they would

recommend the life program to another group of teachers. The majority

of the respondents Felt that they would and a small minority either did

not respond or felt that they would not. Ninety -one per cent of the

respondents felt that they would recommend the life plan program to

other sets of teachers and two people felt that they would not and six

per cent did not give any opinion at all.



The ninth question (Table 26, p.73) dealt. with the usefulness

of Dr. Busby's talk. Here the range of opinions is somewhat more

varied. Sixteen per cent felt that the talk was "very useful* and

forty per cent Felt that it was "useful." Another large section,

thirty -eight per cent felt that it was only slightly useful and four

per cent felt that it was not useful at all and one person did not

respond to the question.

The tenth question (Table 27, p.73) dealt with the success of

the triad T-groups and the degree to which they could make use of the

learning opportunities provided in that experience. The majority of

participants, namely sixty -two per cent, felt that it was successful

and could be applied a great deal. Thirty-seven per cent felt that

it could apply to some extent and one person felt that it could apply

to a very small degree.

Question eleven (Table 25, p. la) dealt with how their learn-

ing opportunities in these triad T-groups could be improved. The re-

sponses ranged over a series of topics. Fifteen per cent felt that

their experiences could be improved by listening better. Presumably

they referred to their own behavior in this case. Thirty-one per

cent felt that if they could share their thoughts more or generally

get more involved with the group the experience would be more meaning-

ful. Twelve per cent felt that they needed more Feedback. Some of

these respondents specifically mentioned the need for more negative



Feedback. Another large segment felt that more time needed to be spent

on these experiences. This constituted eighteen per cent of the re-

spondents. Thirteen per cent were critical of the trainers and stated

that better trainers would have meant better learning experiences and

ule or two within this group felt that better planning, especially ex-

traneous noise, that could be eliminated would have added to the ex-

perience. Ten per cent either did not know or had no suggestions to

make. Nine per cent of the people did not respond. One or two people

mentioned that the groups should have been smaller or that there should

have been more exercises.

The twelfth question (Table 28 , p.i9) dealt with thei assess-

ment of their involvement and commitment to their back home plans from

this learning experience. A fairly large majority, namely sixty-five

per cent of the participants, Felt that their involvement could be

rated as being pretty high, thirty-Four Felt that it was only some and

one person felt that there was very little involvement.

Question thirteen (Table 29 , pdrii and Table 30, p.15) asked

what experience concerning the problem solving back hone helped them

the most and what experiences in that same section of the workshop helped

them the least. To the first section of the question (Table 29 P440,

namely what helped them the most, ten per cent gave no response. Three

per cent felt that nothing helped them the most. Twenty-four per cent

felt that the "Force Field Analysis" helped them the most. Ten per cent
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felt that the involvement of the county members was the most useful.

Twelve per cent felt that the experience consisted of problems being

brought out and some of them being solved. Three per cent felt that it

led to a greater involvement on the part of others and four per cent

felt that it involved into selecting specific problem. Nine per cent

felt that it brought out a sense of priority of what things are most

necessary. Six per cent felt that the T-group aspect of the experience

was most helpful. Four per cent felt that the similarity of problems

occurring across the groups seemed helpful to them. Another six per

cent felt that the fact that almost everybody participated equally was

the most helpful. One person each mentioned some specific item such

as the fact of "staying in the group and fighting it out," "feedback,"

"commitment to tasks and to goals," "RUPS model," and "building the

monument." One person felt that the whole experience had little use

for him. In the second half of the question (Table 30 , p.15) where

they were asked to mention what experiences were least helpful, forty -

six per cent did not respond whereas four per cent stated that every-

thing was useful. Three per cent Felt that the need to get consensus

was least helpful and seven per cent Felt that too much time was spent

on "reporting." Three per cent felt that knowing the long range goals

that are not capable of being solved was not helpful and another three

per cent Felt that writing things down that would not be carried out

anyway was not helpful. Seven per cent felt that "building the monu-

ment" was least helpful. A number of people mentioned one specific
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item as such. These varied from saying that the last section oF the

workshop or the methods of gaining conFidence from people or the lack

of adequate time For the triads were least helpful. One respondent each

also mentioned such things as that the teachers did not want to bring

the issues out and were very stubborn, another mentioned a lack of dis-

cipline in the group or a lack oF thoughtfulness or explosive remarks

or emphasis on sexual jokes by the trainer. However, these responses

were given by a total of thirteen per cent. This cannot be constituted

as one category since the responses covered a wide range of complaints

though only one person mentioned the specific complaint in each case.

The last question, number Fourteen (Table 31 , p. ?(o) asked For

any additional comments that the respondents wanted to make. Here a

large section, namely Forty-throe per cent, did not make any comments,

Eighteen per cent oF the respondents hoped for personal benefits out

of the workshop. Another nineteen per cent commented that the experi-

ence was either enjoyable or useful to them. Another equally large

section of the respondents, namely about twenty per cent, mentioned

one specific event at a time. These responses ranged so widely over a

range of topics that they could not be categorized into small categories

and in each case only one person mentioned that particular item. The

respondents stated that the workshop was helpful for poverty, another

thought it was helpful to the county program, a third was critical of

a trainer, another was critical of a trainer because oF too much empha-

sis on sex, another was critical of the superintendent and the principal,



another felt that the participants had reacted the way it had been

rianned (presumably by the trainers). One felt that there was too

much structure and one felt that it might be useful for other people

but he did not think it did him any good. It may be stated that the

fourteenth question was somewhat redundant and must of them had already

made some statements under question one and had given their opinions

in that matter.

Looking over the tables it might seem that there was one indi-

vidual who felt that he got absolutely nothing out oF the workshop he

had expected. An exmsination of the responses shows that it was not

the same individual who said that ite got nothing but invariably one

person felt that he got nothing out of the specific section of the

workshop and not the same person replied in the negative under the

various items.

In summary it may be stated that the general response was

positive. The majority of the participants were satisfied with the

way the workshop was run. There are instances oF specific complaints

spread over the range of responses. Numerically, they constitute a

minority. How relevant and how focal these criticisms are can only

be determined in view of the general goals of the workshop.



Table 16

Q 1. Did the workshop meet your expectations?

No.

Yes 64 94%

Yes and No 3 3%

No 1 1%

J



Table17

Q 1. Ways in which workshop met expectations

Emphasis on self No.

1. "My understanding of
self is better."

2. "My understanding of
relationships with others
is better,"

3. "My ability to communicate
is better."

4. "My ability to solve
problems is better."

Emphasis on 01.01

5. "All of us understand
each other better."

6. "We aired our problems."

7. "We met new people."

Emphasis on workshop

8, "Workshop was relevant
to my job."

9. "Workshop was relevant
to studentteacher
relationships."

10. "Workshop offered
good techniques."

11. "Workshop staff was good."

12. Workshop better planned

20 29%

20 29%

6 9%

5 7%

7 10%

1 1%

1 1%

17 25%

1 1%

7 10%

5 7%

1 1%



Table 17 (Cold.)

No.

13. RUPS was good 1 1%

14. RUPS was bad 1 1%

Generalized statement
ivithou_____,_t reference to specifics

15. Generally goOd 9 13%



Table 18

1 Q 2. Competency to do In-Service Training

L
No. %

A. More Competent 67 99%

LB. Less Competent 0

LC. Remained the Same 1 1%

Table 19

Q 3. Plans to use Innovative Tecktiique

No.

A. Yes 62 91%

B. None Applicable 1 1%

C. No 2 3%

Question not applicable 3 4%

Table 20

Q 4. Skills in Problem Solving

A. Improved 68 100%

B. Not Improved 0 -

C. No 0
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Table 21

Q 7. Description of three aspects of Life Plan Program
that could be adopted to back home situations.

No.

1. No response 14 21%

2. Life Focus and goals 13 19%

3. Points up common problems 4 6%

4. Helps solve problems 4 6%

5. Helps in understanding
student values

10 15%

6. Helps in understanding
family, church, or PTA

8 12%

7. Helps in understanding
faculty and teachers

13 19%

8. Mention of specific techniques,
e.g., lifechart, peak and weak
experiences and. Jo Harry window

9 13%

9. Obituary and epitaph 4 6%

10. Feedback 5 7%

11. Partially good 2 3%

12. No help 1 1%
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Table 22

Q 5. RUPS Model

No.

A. Very Meaningful 19 28%

B. Meaningful 39 57%

C. Somewhat Meaningful 9 13%

D. Meaningless 1 1%

Table 23

Q 6. Should RUPS Model be made available?

No.

A. Yes 58

B. No 0

C. Am Not Sure 10

Table 24

85%

15%

Q 8. Would you recommend the Life Plan Program?

No,

A. Yes 62 91%

B. No 2 3%

Did Not Answer 4 6%



Table 25

Q 11. How learning opportunities could be improved
in the Triad T-Group

No. %

1. No response 6 9%

2. By listening better 10 15%

B. By sharing thoughts or by
becoming more involved

21 31%

4. By more feedback 8 12%

5. By all participants being
from the same county

2 3%

6. By fewer people 1 1%

7. By more exercises 2 3%

8. By more time being spent on it 12 18%

9. By having better trainers or
better planning

9 13%

10. No suggestions 7 10%



Table 26

Q 9. Usefulness of Dr. Busby's Talk

No.

A. Very Usefhl 11 16X

B. Useful 27 40%

C. Slightly Useful 26 38%

D. Not Useful 3 4%

Did Not Answer 1 1%

Table 27

Q 10. Success of Triad TGroups

No.

A. A Great Deal 42 62%

B. Some 25 37%

C. Very Little 1 1%

Table 28

Q 12. Involvement and Commitment to Back Home Plans

No.

A. A Great Deal 44 65%

B. Some 23 34%

C. Very Little 1 1%
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Table 29

Q 13a. Experience that was helpful in the "Problems
Solving for back home" section.

No.

1. No response 7 10%

2. None were helpful 2 3%

3. Force field analysis 16 24%

4. Involving of county personnel 7 10%

5. Problems were brought out
and solved

8 12%

6. Getting others involved 2 3%

7. Selecting the problz.ms 3 4%

8. Realizing "things that
are necessary"

6 9%

9. T-groups 4 6%

10. Similarity of problems 3 4%

11. Understanding PTA organization 1 1%

12. Feedback
1 1%

13. Commitment tc the task 1 1%

14. RUPS
1 1%

15. Building the monument 1 1%

16. Equal participation by all 4 6%

17. Staying in the group and "fighting
it out"

1 1%

18. "Going from large perception
to small detail"

1 1%

2'l



Table 30

Q 13b. Least helpful experience in the problem
solving for back home.

No.

1. No response 31

%

46%

2. Was bored by some 1 1%

5, It was all useful 3 4%

4. Giving consensual answers 2 3%

5. Too much time spent on reporting 5 7%

6. Large group work 1 1%

7. Knowing long range goals that
are not solubht.:

2 3%

8. Writing things that will not
be carried out

2 3%

9. Not enough time for triads 20 30%.

10. Noise 2 3%

11. MonUment 5 7%

12. The last section 1 1%

13. Methods of gaining confidence
in people

1 1%

14. Teachers being stubborn 1 1%

15. Lack of discipline
t.,,.,

1 1%

16. Brainstorming 1 1%

17. Force theory 1 1%

18. Triads 1 1%

19. Specific behavior of trainers 2 3%



Table 31

Q 14. Additional comments

No.

1. No response 30 44%

Maikausu-RizitellLatgallimsnamsals.
2. Criticism of a trainer 2 3%

3. Too much emphasis on sex 1 1%

4. Too much structure 1 1%

5. Criticism of superintendents
and principals

1 1%

6. "re reacted the way it had been
planned" (connotation of
hidden agenda)

1 1%

7. Useful for others but not me 1 1%

Positive remarks

8. Hope for personal benefits 12 18%

9. Enjoyable or useful experience 13

10. Best workshop so far 1 1%

11. Helpful for problems of poverty 1

12. Helpful for the county 1 1%

13. Meet new people 1 1%

14. Other teachers should
also get it

1 1%

15. More aware of new people 1 1%



PART II



FINAL EVALUATION

As has been mentioned earlier ( 1 ) this section will

attempt to evaluate the three years Human Relations Training Program.

An effort will be made to discuss the shortcomings and achievements

of this program. In the end the program will be evaluated in terms

of the overall goals of Title III as stated in Design for Tennessee

Assessment and Evaluation of Title III ESEA ( ). This evaluation

of the Title III program will be concerned only with the Human Relations

Training aspect of this Title III program because the writer has not

been involved in any other aspect of this particular Title III program,

hence, he is not in a position to make any judgements in any other

context.

Shortcomings.

Shortcomings of this program will be discussed under the following

general headings:

a. Administrative and budgetary limitations;

b. Theoretical, methodological and design shvrtcomings.

Administrative and Budgetary Limitations.

If the writer were asked to list the one single most important

limitation in this program, it would have to be the budgetary restrictions.

During the third year of the program the budget was transferred from

the federal government to the State government and adequate monies needed

for a comprehensive evaluation of the Human Relations Program could

not be budgeted according to the advice given to the writer by the

director of the project. For instance, during the planning stages of

the third year program the writer specifically recommended that adequate
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funds should be made available for travel of the researchers for data

collection, and for payment of the subjects in the control group. As

the research progressed, the writer was advised that no such funds were

available and that he had to make the best use of the limited funds

available. In the writer's opinion this definitely effected the

comprehensiveness of the last year's evaluation. No funds were available

to hire adequately trained interviewers nor were any funds available

to train untrained interviewers adequately. As is evident from Part I,

clinical interview formed the foundation stone of the third year's

evaluation. In the writer's opinion a scientific evaluation is far more

important for future planning even at the expense of extensiveness of

any program.

It must be stated that the director of the project was quite

cooperative and helped the writer in all manners possible within the

budgetary limitations.

For reasons unknown to the present writer, no systematic

evaluation was planned during the first year of the program in spite

of the state guidelines ( ) being very clear about the necessity

of doing so. Towards the end of the first year's program at the *liter's

insistence with the then project director, he was allowed to prepare a

rough and hurried questionnaire to get a quick feedback from the

participants. Theee responses were tabulated and the results presented

at the Tennessee Psychological Association's annual meeting ( ).

It is felt that so far as a comprehensive evaluation is concerned no

effort was made towards it during the first year and this had to be an

administrative decision. It was at the writer's insistence that the



project director during the second year of the program decided to think

seriously about an evaluation. The report on these findings is enclosed

in Appendix B.
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Theoretical. Methodological and Design Shortcomings

It would be helpftl to give a brief overview of the project as

it is hoped that this will make the criticisms in this area more

meaningful.

Human relations training techniques were used with educators

and educational administrators in the Upper Cumberland Region for a

period of three years. At this point we might take a broad look over

what transpired and come up with some statements about what might be

done for the future or what indications one can arrive at from a general

examination of the whole program.

Briefly, let us examine what transpired. In the first year

of the program a group of educators recommended by their superiors

for human relations training program were sent to a central location

where they went through two weeks of human relations training and

met subsequently on a number of Saturdays. As has been mentioned

above, accept for the administration of a hurriedly prepared feedback'

questionnaire for the first year no assessment of changes taking place

was made.

The second year 150 participants went through a similar

experience. At thistime, a comprehensive assessment program was

instituted. A complete report of this program has already been submitted

(Appendix B). Measures derived from such different theoretical models

of personality as Leary, Cattel, Shoestrom (V6J9 015), and Frankel-

Brunswik ( 1 ) were used in order to assess these changes. Not

all of the 150 were apparently present at the several points in time

when the tests were given but for the most part the large majority of
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the 150 took a pretest consisting of several measures at the beginning

of the human relations training laboratory. They took post4est I

right after the three week intensive training period and a post-test II

after six months of the training period. A control group of 50 went

through the pretest procedures and the post-test II procedures. Practical

financial limitations did not allow the control group to get the testing

at the time of the post-test I.

In summary, the results of the massive assessment program were

that the participants had changed and that the change had occurred

in different directions and at different places (see Appendix B).

The massive assessment program also attempted to see if those

who came in contact with these participants, namely, their superiors

and their studentapperceived them differently. Here again, some differences

were found.(see Appendix B).

During the third year of the program only '1/ participants were

involved in another series of human relations training techniques (p. G ).

At this time, no large scale assessment was attempted since it would have

essentially been a duplication of the assessment done in the second year.

These participants, however, gave subjective reactions to the intensive

training program at the end of the three weeks.

Approximately six months later, 19 of these participants (experi-

mental group) were followed up in interviews.

It was decided to use intensive open-ended clinical interview

techniques for the third year to gather as much information as possible

about the changes based on the external criteria (p. , Appendix B)

and to supplement the findings of the second year about the external

criteria changes.
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A group of 18 other educators and educational administrators

(control group) were also interviewed in order to make comparisons.

A still smaller number of principals of these two groups, namely, nine

of the experimental group and 12 of the control, sent back the ratings

of these persons concerned. We, then, have varying degrees of data

collected at various times.

As reported earlier, it is apparent that the participants in

the human relations program training changed along various dimensions.

In order to get a clearer picture of what kind of changes occurred

and in what directions these changes took, one might proceed by first

asking what is meant by the "human relations training techniques." As

we know ( ), the terms connote different programs for

different groups. Each set of trainers sets up a different type of a

training program, depending on his theoretical allegiance as well as

value systems. Looking at the program itself as described elsewhere

(np.V,0), we find that the program changed and evolved from the first

year to the third year. The trainers themselves changed though a few

of them remained constant over the three years. The program evolved

as a function of what the trainers who stayed within the program regarded

as the most useful experience for the teachers. One would assume that

these judgements were based on the trainers' prior experiences with the

types of groups that they had dealt with. It would be interesting to

see what role the trainers played in this enterprise. As the psychotherapy

research has shown (Marmor), any such person playing such a dominant role

in a group invariably transmits his value systems to those who come in

close contact with him. It would be interesting, therefore, to know
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what the value systems of these trainers were. We do not as yet have

1
any stated goals of the trainers or of the program as such apart from

a global statement that the intention was to make the teacher more

effective.

1 Since the assessment program in the second year showed that all

1

types of changes occurred in the participants, the value systems of the

trainers could be made a point of inquiry and one of focal interest in

a similar enterprise in the future. We do know from the literature. that

during recent years greater and greater emphasis has been placed on what

may best be described as the experimenter variable, that is, the

participant obserVer plays a more active role than had been assumed

previously. It would, therefore, be logical for any major assessment

program to take into account the differertJes within the trainers and

how these differences in t heir interactions with the participants relate

to the changes brought about within the participants. At the present

juncture, a certain amount of selection within the trainers took place.

One would presume that these were due to such factors as interpersonal

relationships between the trainers, their own life situations, their

degree of involvement in the program, and such other matters that were

conducive to their making judgements in one direction or another. So

one of the major points not covered in the present assessment program

is the role of the trainer; the effects his value systems, his personality,

his stated goals have on these participants. Perhaps along with the

participants, the trainers should take the same measures themselves in

order to establish the differences along the same dimensions.

Secondly, one should also ask the trainers to state clearly



what they regard as their goals. It is apparent in any research that the

results of the training program are never completely determined by the

stated goals of that program. Serendipity is a common phenomenon, and

one wonders, therefore, why it would be useful to have these goals made

explicit. The theoretical rationale for making one's intentions overt

is that it would help a better integration of future programs and also

help to test out the subjective convictions of the trainers of what

in their program is useful or what is not. One may learn a little from

the vast and conflicting research in the broad field of psychotherapy

that not everything a therapist does is regarded as important by others

around them or by those who are exposed to their treatment. If any

clarification is to be sought in the field, such a program becomes imper-

ative.

Before proceeding to talk about some of the things that we can

learn from the data itself, we might briefly mention some of other

shortcomings of the program as such. The shortcomings unfortunately

detract from the importance of the findings as well as the degree to

which one can generalize from these findings to other grou sp no matter

how closely similar they might be. One of the major shortcomings of the

program appears to be the choice of samples. Samples were chosen not

according to statistical procedures which would maximize the generaliza-

tion of results but according to judgements made by either the superiors

or the trainers.

In the first two years, the participants were chosen on the

recommendation of their superiors, a fact which would cloud the sub-

sequent finding that these superiors then proceeded to find these.



participants as generally being more effective than a group of controls

who did not go through such an experience.

In the original proposal for this program, the following commute

are made regarding the selection of the sample:

A total of 150 principals and teachers will be recommended
by their superintendents for participation in the training program.
These will be selected by the Title III staff on the basis of
their professional qualifications and willingness to participate.

No rationale for using this procedure of sample selection is given in

the proposal.

In the third year, the participants were chosen on the basis of

judgements made by the trainers as those who would potentially gain

the most. These participants had been through either of the two prior

workshops. What kinds of covert or overt biases were playing a part

in this assessment cannot really be judged because we do not have the

data. Such a selection procedure would further cast doubt on the broad

generalizations one can make from these findings in view of the fact

that during the second' year the experimental group found the trainers,

the principals, and superiors as being more powerful than the control

group did (see p.A2 of Appendix B). In view of the general findings

mentioned above, namely, the role of the trainer, this additional

confirmation subjectively experienced by the participants would make

it more explicit that the basis for the selection be made somewhat

more covert. The trainers had the data of the massive assessment program

conducted during the second year and results on various tests of how the

participants had changed or not changed. None of these objective

indices were chosen as a basis for selection. It was not possible to
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follow this procedure due to budgetary restrictions as it would have

meant the expenditure of more professional time than what was available

within the budget limits.

. It is feasible that the interviewers clinically tapped the same

people who would have been chosen on the basis of these dimensions.

However, it is also feasible that such factors as mutual liking and

degree of rapport with the participants were the major determinants

of this choice. If it were feasible, it would be interesting to see

the characteristics of the participants chosen by the trainers.

The method of choosing control group in the third year is

open to criticism that it is not a randomly selected sample. Again,

this procedure of selection (pa ) was decided upon due to cost factors

as it would have entailed a lot more expense to choose matched coif...1.°i

subjects on a random basis.

We are not unaware of the practical problems involved in the

selection of such a sample. The difficulty of getting people to came

to a central place cannot possibly be underestimated. In this light,

it may be stated that most of the participants had come in not on a

voluntary basis necessarily but because of the recommendations made by

the superior and the subtle coercive nature of such a recommendation

as well as financial rewards that they got because of such a participation.

It may be remembered that in this region (Of) a financial reward of

such a nature is a very great incentive and not something to be ignored.

One also must realise the handicaps that a team of outsiders,

as at least some of the trainers were, encounters when dealing with the

type of region that we are dealing with here (Cummins acCumminsAct51).



These shortcomings should be kept in mind as things that one would ideally

not like to have had occurred but were unavoidable within the confines

of the sociological context perhaps.

It has been mentioned earlier (p.1) that due to budgetary

restrictions it was not possible to select carefully all the interviewers

nor waa it possible to give them extensive training in the type of

interview (p.in ) used in this investigation. Four interviewers,

three of whom had been trainers in the Human Relations workshops,

interviewed the control and the experimental groups.

A careful examination of the interview data showed a range of

differences within the interviews. Unfortunately, the data is not

available for a in depth statistical analysis to assess the effect of

the interviewers. It seems obvious, however, that the interviewers

differed somewhat in the type of interviewing they did. For example,

some interviewers stuck closely to a series of ten questions that had

been prepared as a guide for interviews and asked more direct and

structured questions whereas other interviewers used their ten questions

as a guide in an open-ended type of interview. There were also differences

in the degree to which the interviewer asked for dates that substantiated

the statement made by the participants. For example, whereas one

interviewer may get a response as, "I feel quite different this year

and I feel that I have done things differently," another interviewer

went on to find out examples of the types of differences the participant

in question was talking about and found incidences of where this had

occurred. Not all of the respondents covered the name areas of their

life. There were instances where a respondent had not covered a certain



point and obviously, was not specifically asked by the interviewer.

We do not know the effect of such variables as the halo effect.

In other words we do not know how many of the students Xp.9/, Appendix B)

knew that their teachers had or had not been to the human relations

training workshops. We do not know how many were even aware of such a

workshop and what psychological meaning it had for them. However in

view of the predominantly negative picture painted by the students of

their teachers, it is apparent that the halo effect if it was present

was not really pronounced. As compared to the students the principals'

ratings did not show many changes. The general tendency Of the

principals not to make any negative statements about those that they

were rating, reduced the effectiveness of the scale being used.

It is interesting to see that when the control group was

interviewed, during the last year of the project, they had no

hesitation in talking about the problems they encountered in their

life. Generally speaking, one gets the impression that the control

group is more preoccupied with the external events and take more

[ about the changes that have occurred in their role structures, the

obstacles they face and the frustration they experience in their

daily routine. As compared to this the experimental group, in this

case, has a greater preoccupation with their own reactions and their

own effectiveness and do not concentrate as much on the external sur

roundings as do the control. Here again we may mention that they were

being interviewed by trainers with whom they had by now clearly

associated the "culture's of the Human Relations training workshop. In

fact the two groups differ markedly in which they interpret the interview



questions and the connotations they place on the same words. What

their responses would have been made had the assessment been done by

outsiders who did not clearly belong to a part of the program, it is

difficult to say. Interestingly enough the followup group of 19

did not pass on the forma for the principals' ratings to the same

degree that the control group did. Whether this was a function of the

greater preoccupation with one's own goal and a reduced preoccupation

with one's surroundings or whether some other factors were at play,

it is difficult to judge. Only nine out of the 18 who have been

interviewed have a principal's rating on them as opposed to 12 out of

the control.

It has already been repeatedly pointed out that budgetary

considerations were responsible for the above mentioned shortcomings.

One may mention here that any program that is undertaken by

any set of administrators anywheresif it is to be used as a source of

applicable information to other areas, must within it have an assessment

program. The commitment to the assessment program, therefore, should

be regarded as a major one and the nature of the assessment should, not

be allowed to suffer in preference of the size of the program itself.

It is, of course, a matter of ultimate value judgement but it seems

not so far fetched to say that a complex and comprehensive program

without any assessment would not be worth much whereas a smaller program

with a clear idea of where it stands, what it can perpetuate, and what

it can curtail in the long range of a greater beneficial value not only

to the administrators but also to the communities for which such programs

are instituted.



Achievements

Let us now turn our attention towards recapitulating some of

the achievements of this program which have been presented in Part I

of this report and are contained in Appendix B. It is felt that the

evaluation in spite of the shortcomings mentioned earlier does demon-

strate clearly that educators do change significantly as a result of

being exposed to human relations training program.

As is evidenced from Appendix 8 that in line with Martin's

(1957) and Campbell and Dunnett's (1968) distinction of internal

and external criteria for change, the present program attempted to

study changes produced as a result of human relations training along

both these dimensions. Several studies have attempted to study these

changes (Bennis, Burk, Cutter, Herrington, & Hoffillan, 1957; Burk &

Bennis, 1961) but without the use of control groups. One pioneering

aspect of the present evaluation that cannot be ignored is that it is

possibly for the first time that a systematic attempt has been made

to use matched control groups (in spite of budgetary limitations) to

rule out any placebo eFFects. There are numerous studies available

in the literature (Tohman, Zenger, &Wechsler, 1959; Massarih &

Carlson, 1962) that have attempted to study the effects of human

relations training without using control groups and this has resulted

in the difficulty that no definite conclusions can be drawn about the

Findings.



It has been demonstrated that the educators became less

authoritarian as a result oF their exposition to human relations

training (p.'l , Appendix B). More specifically, this implies that

they became less superstitious and more open minded. They became

less rigid in their thinking and could handle their hostilities in

a more realistic manner.

It seems that as a result of exposition to this program, the

educators became more time competent, thereby implying that they

were able to tie the past and the Future to the present in a mean-

ingful continuity. They developed greater Faith in the Future with-

outrigid or overly realistic goals. It also seems that the educators'

ability to use good judgement in the application oF values also

increased.

There is also some evidence that they became more sensitive

to their own needs and feelings and their self-regard was enhanced

in a marked Fashion.

The educators started accepting themselves a little better

in spite of their weaknesses. There was also an appreciable in-

crease in the capacity For intimate contact with other human beings

as a result oF exposition to human relations training.

The present evaluation of the program has also demonstrated

that as a result of exposition to human relations training, the

educators saw themselves as good and Forceful leaders; they said



that they liked responsibility and giving orders. Evidence is also

presented to point out that the participants in the program became

more straightforward and direct in their relationship to others and

they reported to have become less rebellious and less distrustful of

others. They also said that they were less timid and less self-

punishing. They said that they were able to look at themselves

realistically and criticize themselves if necessary.

It also seems that exposition to human relations training

program enabled them to develop a realistic respect for authority

and they became appreciative of the help of others. They viewed

themselves as giving more Freely of themselves and helping others.

They also felt that they had become more considerate.

It also seems that the participants who were exposed to human

relations training were viewed more positively by their principals

and supervisors as compared to ,a matched control group.

There is also some evidence to point towards the Fact that

teachers who have been exposed to human relations training are viewed

differently by the students as compared to teachers who have not had

a chance to undergo such training. In this context, it is of

interest to quote the most relevant portion of the findings con-

tained in Jetail in Appendix B. On page 92 of this appendix it is

mentioned:

It is apparent that if a student has been interacting with

a teacher who has been through the Human Relations Training,

he is more likely to be involved with such activities as



learning, studying, preparing for the Future, as feel ing a

sense of identity with the teacher whose punishing activities

he perceived as being for his own good, as seeing the future

to be good and as seeing his own actions to some extent being

determined by himself than i F he gets a teacher who has not

had such training.

The data generated on the basis of Feedback questionnaires

and the present evaluation (te..5c1c5 ) indicate that the partici-

pants perceived the programs very positively and felt that this

would be of tremendous use to them in their back home situations.

At this stage of the present research, there is no way to find out

whether or not they will be able to put their intentions into

actions. This is a function of the passage of time, and one has

to wait to find out the long term effects of such a training.

In the interview analysis contained on pages/31a of Part I,

it has been clearly demonstrated that experimental and control groups

reacted differently and do perceive the changes within themselves as

being different. The great majority of the experimental group mem-

bers felt that the greatest amount of change within them had come

due to the human relations training. As opposed to, this, the con-

trols mentioned several events in the course of their lives not

related to human relations training in the same period of time which

had led up to the greatest amount of change in them.



There is also evidence that the experimental group visited

the conrvnities more and took part more in the local politics as

compared to the control group. They had started introducing human

relations training in their churches and they had better and closer

relationships with the local county officials than they used to.

There is evidence to show that members of the experimental

group became more active in their relationship with the PTA and tried

to talk with the students' parents more and they tried to mix with

the people more and point out how they felt. This was not the case

among the members of the control group.

It seems that as a result of the exposition to human relations

training, the educators in the experimental group reported they had

become more accepting and reported solving more problems in their

jobs and communities than they used to as covered to the control

group.

It also seems that as a result of exposition to human relations

training, the educators started initiating new activities in their

school systems and with their students. They seemed to be inter-

acting more with their students as compared to the control group

members. It is also interesting to note that they hat their students

take part in planning and trying to find out what the students'

interests were, and this was not done by persons who had not been

exposed to human relations training program.

It also seems that the human relations training helped the



educators to communicate better with their superiors and their peers.

They Felt freer in expressing their opinions, they felt less inferior,

and felt more confident in their relationships, and some of them felt

closer to their principals.

The present evaluation biz clearly demonstrated very signifi-

cant changes on the basis of the external and internal criteria for

the persons who participated in the human relations training program.

It seems that not only one's personality changes significantly as a

result of exposition to such a training program, but it seems that

one is able to function better at his job and in his community.

One seems to have more satisfying life in his environment. It is

safe to say that the human relations program enables one to become

a better teacher.

It would be interesting to make a few general comments about

the role and status of a teacher in our society vis- a-vis human

relations training.

Generally speaking, across the nation the role of the teacher

has not been one of either very great sociological power or one

accorded the respect and status that the teacher has enjoyed in

previous centuries and in other places. The teacher has had to

bear the brunt of society's problems and has had to share in the

blames more than its rewards. One may mention here that the
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sociological nature of the area in question has generally perhaps

been kinder to its teachers than other parts of the country have been.

The teacher in these areas is not at the bottom of the totem pole.

Economically, even though he must of necessity depend on supplementary

income in order to make both ends meet, he is not too far down the

socioeconomic ladder as his colleagues in major suburban sections are.

Because of the general lower educational value of the empulus at

large in the area, he is also bound to be awarded greater status

and respect than the general school teacher gets in other parts.

With this in mind, we may then reflect that any investment

in the teacher becomes an investment for the future. Now then

should this investment be best utilized? One may wonder whether

the technical skills given to these teachers should be enhanced.

*ether it would be better For them to be sent back to school and

their academic skills strengthened. In view of the Peter Principle,

one would suspect that too high powered a training in this area

would pretty soon make them incompetent For the job they are to do.

In this sense, the more relevant material especially in view oF the

large social unrest in the country as such would seem to be the

improvement of the social skills of the teacher, particularly his

relationships with his students and with those that he works with

within the social structure. This would be Far more relevant an

area to concentrate on than sending him to graduate school where he
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may have a better understanding oF Einstein's theory but not be able

to understand the students he deals with. The general discontent

across the country and the so-called rebellion of the young would

further emphasize the need For the teacher to become a greater social

participant than a greater academicianithough, of course, we must .

recognize that such divisions are not mutually exclusive. IF then

we are to concentrate on the teacher, what kind of values would one

hope to instill and what kinds of methods would one use most pro-

fitably and at what stages? The training sessions aimed at enhancing

the teachers' human relations skills. The assessment programs give

some indication of how and where these changes occur most. Human

relations training seems to be a very powerful tool for inculcating

these skills in an educator.

The design For Tennessee Assessment and Evaluation of Title

III, ESEA ( 3 ) while discussing the goals of Title Ill funds

states, "Title III Funds can provide the means For exploring new

ideas, new ways, and demonstrating different means of attacking

identified educational problems. Title Ill should be a vehicle for

change by providing Funds For coping with problem areas. There is

an implied obligation in the long range strategy of the Title Ill

to coordinate programs Funded from this source and the Funds from

other sources, with an expectation that other sources can and will

be available for continuing those programs that hold the greatest

promise."

gl'



In light of these stated goals of Title III Funding, it can

safely be said that the present program so far as its human relations

training component is concerned certainly represents a pioneering

effort in the exploration of new ideas and new ways of making the

teachers more effective on their jobs. It has demonstrated an inno-

vative and a relatively sure means of attacking this very difficult

problem of teacher improvement.

Because of the pioneering nature of this evaluation, the

writer has been approached by several publishers about writing a

book on the implications and findings of this program. Several

scientific papers have been presented at professional imetings in

the United States and abroad about the exciting results of this

program. A partial list of these is enclosed on page 1% of

Appendix A.

As has been hinted earlier, it is difficult to say whether

or not this program would be continued by all the participants From

the various school systems in their own environment, but the data

suggest that they would like to do so in case they could obtain

adequate Funding for such operations. There is also wame evidence

to indicate that some of the participants are already using tech-

niques they learned during this training to teach their classes

and to relate to peers and superiors and are also trying to make

use of their new knowledge in the communities and churches.
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It is felt that a long range follow-up of the participants

is very necessary to find cut as to what happens eventually in the

schools and communities as a result of exposition to human relations

training.

In case such a progremiwere to be recycled in the future,

suitable steps should be taken to overcome the shortcomings men-

tioned on pagesNal. If one can get enough funds and the resultant

professionally trained manpower, it should not be at all difficult

to overcome the shortcomings that were described. From an adminis-

trative point of view, it would seem very necessary that the evaluator

consult with the administrators before a budget request is made and

that adequate monies should be made available to conduct a more

comprehensive evaluation.
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FEEDBACK
QUESTIONNAIRE

We are very interested in learning about your reactions to the three weeks

workshop. We will greatly appreciate your honest and frank answers to the foll-

owing questions. We do not want you to give your name.

1. Did the workshop meet your expectation? Yes No

a) If yea, in what ways?

b) If no, why not?

2. Please check one of the following:

a) I feel that this experience has made me more competent to do in-service train-
ing in the back home situation.

) I feel that this experience has made me less competent to do in-service train-
inc.; in the hack home situation.

c) My competency for in-service training has remained the same.__

3. Please check one of the following: AS a result of this experience:

a) I plan to use innovative techniques in my classroom.

b) I feel that none of these techniques are applicable in the classroom.

c) I do not plan to use any of these techniques in my classroom.

4. Do you feel that as a result of this experience:

a) Your sk;tla in problem solving have improved.

b) Your skills in problem solving have not improved.

c) Your skills in problem solving are the same.

5. How meaningful was the RVPS model to you as a learning experience?

a) Very meaningful

b) Meaningful

c) Somewhat meaningful

d) Meaningless
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6. Do you feel that the RVPS model should be made 'mailable to all teachers in

their in- service training program? Yes No Am not sure

7. Briefly describe how you could adapt three aspects of the Life Plan Program

to back home situations.

8. Would you recommend the Life Plan Program to another group of teachers?

Yes No

9. How useful did you find the talk of Di. Busby?

a) Very useful

b) Useful

c) Slightly useful.

d) Not useful

10. How would you rate the degree of success you had in making use of the learning

opportunities provided in the triad (three concentric circles) T groups?

a) A great deal .

b) Some

c) Very little

11. How could your learning opportunities in the Triad T group be improved?

12. How would you rate your involvement and commitment to your back home plans from

this learning experience?

a) A great deal

b) Some

c) Very little

13.a What experience in the "problem solving for back home" helped you the most?

13.b What experience in the."problem solving for back home" helped you the least?



LIFE PLAN PROGRAM OUTLINE

1. Life Line
2. Discuss
3. Ten Descriptions of Self, "Who Am I?"
4. Priority Arrangement
5. Discuss
6. Obit and Epitaph
7. Discuss
8. Who Would I Like to Be?
9. A Day or Two In Your Life Ten Yeats From Now.

10. Eight (8) Categories -- listed below
11. Formulate Projects To Get To Do Things Well You Wint To Do Well

CATEGORIES

1. Peak Experiences (a list of thiAgs that matter to you)
2. Things I Do Well
3. Things I Do Poorly
4. Things I Would. Like To Stop Doing
5. Things I Would Like To Learn To Do Well
6. Peek.Experiences I Would Like To Have
7. Values To Be Realized .

8. Things I Would Like To Start Doing Now.

I



NAME:

QUESTIONS USED AS GUIDELINES FOR INTERVIEWS

1. How do you feel you have functioned as a teacher in this school
year so far as compared to previous years?

2. Have you done anything differently as a teacher in this school
year as compared to other years?

3. Do you feel that you have related differently to other teachers
in this school year as compared to previous years?

4. Have your activities as related to other teachers been any different
during this school year as compared to previous years?

5. Do you feel that you have related differently to your superiors
(e.g., principal) during this school year as compared to previous
years?

6. Do you think that your role has been different during this school
year in school activities that involve you and your superiors
(e.g., principal) as compared to previous school years?

7. Do you feel that you have related differently to students during
this school year as compared to previous years?

8. Have your activities as related to students been any different
during this school year as compared to previous years?

9. Do you feel that you have related differently to your community
(e.g., PTA groups, etc.) during this school year as compared to
previous years?

10. Have your activities as related to your community (e.g., PTA groups,
etc.) been any different during this school year as compared to
previous years?



NAME:

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPERIORS' RATINGS

1. In your opinion has the above named teacher been functioning
differently in any way during this school year as compared to

previous years? If so, in what ways? Please mention specific

activities.

2. Has the teacher initiated any activities within the school system?

Please give details.

3. Has the teacher joined in and supported any new activities that
have been started by others in the school? Please give details.

4. How does this teacher relate to other teachers? Please give
details.

5. How does the teacher get along with the students? Please give

some examples if possible.

6. Is there'anything else you can tell us about this teacher which

will help us understand his role?
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Introduction

This is a report on the evaluation of the sensitivity training
program.

This sensivity training program primarily consisted of using
Human Relations Training techniques with the educators who participated
in the program. More specifically, the participants took part in a
Human Relations Training Laboratory for two weeks in the Summer of 1968
and subsequently were exposed to 14 Saturday meetings held at pre
determined time intervals till the end of the school year in 1969.

An effort was made to assess any changes that might have occurred
among the participants as a result of this experience.

This report will describe:

a. The nature of the sample;
b. Design and procedure for evaluation;1
c. The measures used and the results obtained.

Relevant statistical tables are included in the report, for those
readers who might be interested in these. Detailed statistical
analyses are available from the writer on request.

In the end, some of the main findings on the basis of this
evaluation are summarized. Implications of these conclusions for
teacher training and education are discussed.

1. Copies of inst-mments used in this investigation have already been
furnished with the prelluinary report of this evaluation; hence,

they arc not incorporated in this report.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Before we describe the sample in a detailed manner, it might be
interesting to mention some characteristics of the region from which
this sample was selected. This region which is called Upper Cumberland
Region in Tennessee comprises one-eighth of the total land area in
Tennessee. This area lost nearly ten per cent of its population
between 1950 and 1960, but since 1960 the trend has reversed and the
region is now gaining in population due primarily to industrial,
federal funds and general economic stimulation. But even as late as
1965, one half of the households had an effective buying power of less
than $2500.00. For every $100.00 that the average person in the United
States had to spend, the average Upper Cumberland resident had only

$49.00.

The average educational level for adults twenty-five years of
age and over in the Upper Cumberland area is mid-seventh grade for
men and approximately eighth grade for women. If each person with
less than five years of schooling is classified as a functional
illiterate, almost one-fourth of the adult population would fall into

this classification.

Some students must ride a school bus three hours or more daily
to attend school that does not provide the type of curriculum needed
to prepare them to live in the last third of the twentieth century.
Of the twenty-five high schools in the Upper Cumberland Region,
eighteen have enrollments of less than 500 students. Thirteen of
these twenty-five schools offer thirty courses or fewer. Five of
the school systems have enrollments of less than 2000 students.
Apprrximately one hundred schools have a four-teacher capacity or
less. One-fourth of the teachers have less than a bachelor's degree.
Art, music, drama, guidance and effective programs in vocational

education are almost non-existent. The number of persons per hospital
bed, the number of persons for each physician and the number of persons
for each dentist in the area is more than trice as large as the same
ratio for the State of Tennessee.

Stewart (IS) has raised a basic qlmstion and I quote him, "How
do you improve education in such a region? Ve could all give many
answers but one rain ingredient which has to be considered is the
classroom toucher. We could build fine buildings, provide elabor;*1
equipment, 'ncrease exnenditures and do just about anything else
wish, but the only thing that really makes the difference is the
teacher. Our salaries are too low. We know that by and large we
are stuck with the teachers we have and they with us." So, the

argument vas rade that we must improve the teachers we have.

The sample for the present program was selected from this region
and consisted of one hundred and fifty teachers. Their teaching
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experience ranged from elementary school to high school, to'principals
and educational administratme.

This sample of 150 educators was selected on the basis of
recommendations received by the various school system superintendents
and principals.

These educators numbering 150 who participated in the Human
Relations Training Laboratory and the subsequent Saturday meetings
(mentioned earlier) comprised what is called in this evaluation the

Experimental Group.

To get a comparable group, a Control Group of 50 educators was
chosen who were similar in most respects to the experimental group.
Educators comprising the control group were not exposed to any Human
Relations Training. Some of the sample characteristics of the experi
mental and the control group are described below.

The mean age of the control group mas 41.3 years and the mean
age of the experimental group was 42.4 years. There were 32 per cent
males in the control group and 34 per cent males in the experimental
group. The mean years in number of profession !or the control group
mas 14. The mean years in number of profession for the experimental
group was 14.8. The mean income in the control group was $590.00 per
month, and the mean income in the experimental group was $560.00 per
month. The number of dependents in both the groups was 1.50. There
is no difference in the size of the cities from which the control and
the experimental groups came.

A statistical analysis of these characteristics of the experi
mental and control groups indicated that these two groups did not
differ from each other.



DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Subjects comprising the experimental group were administered
the tests (described below) three times. Once at the beginning of the
training program; secondly, at the end of the tmo-week Human Relations
Training Laboratory and thirdly, in January and February of 1969 which
represented a lapse of approximately four to five months since their
exposition to the Human Relations Training Laboratory. As compared
to these three administrations, the control group was given the tests
twice, once at a time which coincided with the first testing of the
experimental group and then at a time which coincided with the third

testing of the experimental group. Due to budgetary limitations, it
was not possible to test the control group the same number of times
as the experimental group.

Basic demographic data, e.g. age, sex, marital status, etc.,
was collected on all the participants of the control and the experi-
mental groups.

Changes in the experimental and control groups were assessed in
terms of internal criteria and external critera In addition, a
feedback questionnaire was administered to the experimental group.

Internal criteria changes, for the purposes of this evaluation,
pertain to those changes that occur within a person. These were
assessed by the use of the following measures:

1. The Authoritarianism Scale (F Scale) (I ).
2. The Personal Orientation Inventory (0).
3. Semantic Differential (10).

4. Leary's Interpersonal Check List (7).

5. The Motivation analysis Test (°NAT") (3 )
Each of these instruments is described later.

The external criteria changes imply those changes that take
place in the external environment of an individual. For example, the
effect that a teacher might have on his students as a result of his
exposition to Human Relations Training or the effeci, that an educator
might have on the community around him could be classified as adernal
criteria changes. For the purpose of this investigation, the following

inatruments were used to assess external criteria changes:

1. Ratings by principals (0 ).
2. The use of the Michigan Picture Test (a) to assess

students' percentions of the teachers.
3. The use of the Leary Interpersonal Check List (7) to

assess students' perceptions of the teachers and themselves.
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These techniques will be described in detail in the next section

of this report.

feedback questionnaire was administered to the experimental

group at the end of the two week Human Relations Training Laboratory.

Results obtained from this questionnaire are reported later.



DESCRIPTION OF MEASURES AND RESULTS OBTAINED

INTERNAL CRITERIA

I. Authoritarianism

Authoritarianism was measured by the administration of the F Scale

( 1),'commonly called the Authoritarianism Scale.

According to Frenkel Brunswik (I ), high authoritarianism as measured

by F Scale score consists of:

"a. Conventionalism: Adherence to conventional middle class values.

b. Authoritarian submission: Submissive uncritical attitude towards

idealized moral authorities of the in-group.

c. Authoritarian aggression: Tendency to be on the lookout for

and to condemn, reject and punish people who violate conventional values.

d. Anti-intraception: Opposition to subjective, imaginative and the

tenderminded.

e. Superstition and stereotype: Beliefs in the Mystical determinants

of individuals' fate, the disposition to think in rigid categories.

f. Power and toughness: Preoccupation with dominance-submission,

strong-weak, leader-follow or dimension; identification with power figures;

overemphasis upon the conventional as attributes of the ego; exaggerated

assertion strength and toughness.

g. Destructiveness and cynicism: Generalized hostility, vilification
of the human.

h. Projectivity: Disposition to believe that wild and dangerous

things go on in the world.

i. Sex: A concern with sexual goings on" (pp. 255-256).

The mean F Scale score was 116 for the control group and 112 for the

experimental group for the First administration of the F Scale. The T ratio between

these two means was 1.084 which is not significant at the 5% level. Changes in

the F Scale scores for the first and third testings of the experimental and

control group were cowared.

For the control group the mean change in F Scale score for the two
administrations was +.167. T-test of significance for paired samples (for

one-sided test) was computed (5). The value of t was 0.567 which is not
significant. For the experimental group the ma:n change in F score for the
first and third administrations was -5.22. The t ratio was -3.179 which is
significant at .001 level. This data would sumest that the experimental

group changed more significantly so Far as authoritarianism is concerned as

compared to the control group. Implications of these findings arc obvious in
light or the above definitions of authoritarianism.



It seems that the educators became less authoritarian as a result

of their exposition to Human Relations Training. More specifically, it can

be said that they became less superstitious and more open-minded. They

became less rigid in their thinking and could handle their hostilities in a

more realistic manner.

Regression equations (gq) were computed to find out the importance

of age, sex, marital status, educational level, income, etc., in the F Scale

changes.

Level of income and number of years in profession seem important in

the F Scale changes. It seems that the more the number of years in profession,

the less a person changes in terms of authoritarianism. Also, the higher an

individual's income, the more he changed in terms of authoritarianism.

It is interesting to note that at least in this study none of the other

demographic variables seemed to play a significant role in F Scale changes.

Also, the F Scale scores for the experimental group between the first and the

second testing did not change significantly.



2. Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Shostrom's Personal Orientation Inventory (ia) was used to assess

some of the personality Changes as a result of the Human Relations Training

Program. In recent years Maslow 8) has developed the idea of the self-

actualizing person--a person who is more fully functioning and lives a more

enriched life than does the average person. Such an individual is seen as

developing and utilizing all of his unique capabilities, or potentialities,

free of the inhibitions and emotional turmoil of those less self-actualized.

The Personal Orientation Inventory is an instrument created by Shostrom (a)
to measure self-actualization. It consists of a 150 two-choice comparative

value and behavior judgements.

The POI has a number of subscales. These scales are briefly
described on pages 42--43.'

Table :L (page pi) gives the means and the standard deviations for the

POI for the pre-test of the experimental and control groups. It is clear from

this table that the experimental and control groups are not different from

each other.

Table P.... (page ) gives the POI scores for the experimental group

for the pre-test, first post-test and the second posttest.

Table; (pace /1 .) gives the POI scores for the pre-test and the

second post-test of the control group. T ratios were computed to study the

difference between these means, and no difference was found in the means
except in spontaneity and self-acceptance subscales. Means for these are
different at the 5 level of confidence.

Newmen-Keuls test (V?) of differences among moans (which uses

studentizcd range statistics [191) was used in the experimental group for the

pre-test, first post-test and second post -test. The results arc summarized

in a simple manner in TableL1 on pages 11 . A graph on page /gdepicts the
mean changes in the experimental group.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this data:

a. It seems that the educators exposed to Human Relations Training

became more time competent. This implies that they were able to tic the past

and the future to the present in a meaningful continuity. They developed

greater faith in the future without rigid or overly idealistic goals.

ThiS change in time competence seems to have occurred between the

pre-test and the first post-test as is evident from Table 'SI-.

8



b. The change in existential ity was statistically significant in the

experimental group and occurred again between the pre-test and the first post-

test. This change implies an increase in one's ability to use good judgement

in the application of values.

c. There was a change at the I% significance level in feeling reactivity.

This implies sensitivity to one's own needs and feelings. Again, this change
occurred between the pre-test and the first post-test.

d. The experimental group's self-regard was enhanced in a marked

fashion. This is indicated by the significant difference at the I% level of

confidence between the first and second testing.

e. There is evidence (at the 5% level of confidence) that the self-

acceptance was enhanced in the experimental group. Self-acceptance implies

acceptance of one's self in spite of one's weaknesses or deficiencies. It

appeared that the educators were more able to accept their own weaknesses and

look at them realistically as the result of Human Relations Training. Interestingly
enough, this change occurred between the second post-test and the third post-

test as compered to the changes mentioned above which primarily took place

between the pre-test and the first post-test.

f. The data .indicates that there was a statistically significant

change between the pre-test and the first post-test for "awareners" as measured

by the P01. This can be interpreted by saying that the ability to relate to

all objects of liFe meaningfully increased es a result of exposition to Human

Relations Training.

g. There was an appreciable increase in the capacity for intimate

contact with other human beings as a result of exposition to Human Relations

Training. Again, this increase seemed to have occurred between the pre-test

and the first post-test. It seems that the members of the experimental group

were able to develop a more meaningful relationship with other human beings

as compared to the control group.

We have noticed above that as a result of exposition to the Hunan

Relations Training, the POI data indicates that the experimental group become

more time competent; gained in existentiality; their feeling reactivity increased;

their self-regard and self-acceptance increased; they became more aware of themselves;

and they developed a capacity for more intimate contact with other human beings.

It is interesting to note that most of the changes in the POI data

seemed to have occurred between the pre-test and the first post-tem:, and there

was not much change between the first post-test and the second poSt-test. This

would indicate that so far as the POI is concerned, probably the participants

got a lot out of the two weeks intensive Human Relations Training Program and

not so much out or the subsequent Saturday sessions.

The effects of Human Relations Training in terms of years in profession,

sox, age and church afriliation for the POI data were studied by computing 82
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two by two analyses of variances. Tables5461 pages/9 4give the significant

findings. The insignificant results obtained by this analysis are not

included in this report.

Table 5 page 0 gives the effects of years of profession as a result

of Human Relations Training on the 0 subscale of the POI. It appears that

persons who have spent between ten and 29 years in profession are more oriented

to others as compared to persons who have spent less than nine years in

profession and those who have spent more than thirty years in profession. This

difference is significant at 510 level.

Similarly it seems from Table that as a result of Human Relations

Training persons who are between 20 and 29 years of age become more existentially

oriented. This age group seems to differ from all the other age groups. Again
the difference is significant at 5 level.

On the basis of ,his sample it seems that males become more existentially

oriented after Human Relations Training than females. This difference is

significant at .01 level (Table 7 page /9). -.-
The mean differences in Table g page 9.0 are significant et .01 level.

This can be interpreted by saying that Baptists and Methodists become more

existentially oriented than members of Church of Christ.

r,Then from Tableg page ;2,0 we notice that Baptists and Methodists

becomeXsf5ontaneous than persons who belong to Church of Christ and again this

difference seems to be significant at .05 level.

So far as spontaneity is colicerned it appears that Methodists and

Baptists do not differ from each other. Baptists do not differ from Church of
Christ.

Table ID describes the changes in A (acceptance of aggression) subscale
of the POI in terms of church affiliation. Again we find that persons be

to Baptist and Methodist Church seem to accept aggression more as a result of

human relations training as compared to persons belonging to the Church of Christ.

This difference is significant at 5% level of confidence.

From Table H pageR/ it appearsthat as a result of exposition to

human relations training males are able to accept aggression better than females

and this difference is an significant et 5j level.

Table 11 describes tha effect on self-acceptance and. as a
result of this training. Again we find that persons between the ages of

twenty and thirty stand apart from the rest of the groups listed in the Tate.: =.

It seems thnL persons in this age range were able to cccept themselvca
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better as a result of human relations training as compared to other age

ranges. This difference is significant at 50 level of confidence. It is

also interesting to note that there seems to be no significant difference

between persons who are between 20 and 29 years old and 40 and 49 years old.

The rest of the analysis of variances provided insignificant data.

It seems that so far as POI changes are concerned it does not make any difference

if the group to which a person belongs i- a typical T group (i.e. where

strangers arc brought -;-ogether) or is a group which is constituted of persons

who know each other before coming into the group.



Number Scale
of Items Number

I. Ratio Scores

Symbol .Rescrjation

23 1/2 T
I
/T

C
TILE RATIO
Time Incompetence/
Time Competence -
measures degree to which
one is "present" oriented

127 3/4 0/I SUPPORT RATIO

II.

26

32

Sub-Scales

5

6

SAV

Ex

Other/Inner -measures whether
reactivity orientation is
basically toward others or self

SELF-ACTUALIZING VALUE
Measures affirmation of a
primary value of self-
actualizing people

EXISTENTIALITY
Measures ability to
situationally or existen-
tially react without rigid
adherence to principles

23 7 Fr FEELING REACTIVITY
Measures sensitivity of
responsiveness to one's own
needs and feelings

18 8 S SPONTANEITY
Measures freedom to react
spontaneously or to be
oneself

16 9 Sr SELF REGARD
Measures affirmation of self
because of worth or strength

3
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Number Scale

Symbolof Items Number

26 10 Sa

16 11 Nc

9 12 Sy

25 13 A

20 14 C

Description

SELF ACCEPTANCE
Measures affirmation or
acceptance of self in
spite of weaknesses or
deficiencies

NATURE OF MAN
Measures degree of the
constructive view of the
nature of mane.masculinity,
femininity

SYNERGY
Measures ability to be
synergistic, to transcend
dichotomies

ACCEPTANCE OF AGGRESSION
Eeasures ability to accept
one's natural aggressiveness
as opposed to defensiveness,
denial, and repression of
aggression

CAPACITY FOR INTIMATE CONTACT
Measures ability to develop
contactful intimate relation
ships with other human beings,
unencumbered by expectations
and obligations
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TADLEI: Means and Standard Deviations
of the Experimental and Control Group

on the Basis of Pretest

PRETEST

P0i
Item Experimental Control 2

1. TT Fl 7.03 7.06 N.S.
S 2.96 2.57

2. TC 11 15.84 15.76 N.S.
S 2.95 2.66

3. 0 /I 11.7.89 48.02 N.S.
S 9.63 8.92

4. t
11 76.68 77.118 N.S.
S 10.23 8.67

5. SAV N 19.34 19.54 N.S.
S 2,59 2.35

6. LAC 11 17.2"; -JA.74 N.S.

3.97 3.76

7. FR 11 33.80 13.32 V.S.

S 2.71 2.70

8. S M 10.62 10,80 N.S.
2.79 2.29

9. N 11.68 12.06 N.S.
S 2.30 2.60

10. Sh 15.00 14.82 N.E,
5 2.93 2.61

11. NC 1.1 11.62 11080 N.S.
S 1,87 2.09

12. sY Ji 6.70 6.96 N.S.
S 1.31 1.23

13. A 14.70 14.52 N.S.

3.28 3,24

14. C Ii 16.06 16.46 N.S.

3.10 2.71

Nreprosents the Mean; S represents the Standard Deviation.
N for Experimental Group = 108; N for Control Group = 50.
Significance was computed on the basis of ttests. Not significant

implies a tvalue which was not significant at 5;s level.



PRETEST

TADLEA: POI -
for the Experimental

1st Post-test

Items

Means and Standard Deviations
Group for the Pretest,

and the 2nd,Post-test

POST-TEST 1 POST-ii,:,f 2

POI

1. TI 11 7.03 6.67 6.17
S 2.96 3.50 2.62

2. TO 11 15.84 16.43 16.67
S 2.95 3.16 2.73

3. 0 /1 47.89 42.40 43.10
S 9.63 9.64 10.93

4. I I z 76.68 82.90 83.19
10.23 10.38 11.08

5. SAV M 19.34 19.45 19.83
S 2.59 2.74 2.42

6. EX 11 17.23 19.89 20.18
S 3.97 4.38 I..47

7. FR 11 13.80 15.17 14.87
S 2.71 2.80 2.70

8. S 11 10.62 11.51 11.48
2.79 2.81 2.61

9. SR 11 11.68 11.58 12.09
S 2.30 2.54 2.49

10. SA M 15.00 16.66 16.69
S 2.93 3.01 3.20

11. NC li 11.62 12.04 11.99
S 1.87 1.75 1.78

12. SY 11 6.70 6.94 6.99
S 1.31 1.20 1.23

13. h 11 14.70 15.95 16.09
S 3.28 3.10 3.06

14. C 11 16.06 18.12 18.00
S 3.10 3.46 3.35

N =108

II represents the Mean
S represents the Standard Deviation

/51



TABLE 3: Means and Standard Deviations
for the POI Scores for the Pretest and

the 2nd Post-Test 62 the Control Group

PRETEST POST-TEST 2

POI ITEN POI WEN

1.. TI M 7.06 TI M 6.57
S 2.57 S 2.84

2. TC. M 15.76 TC 11 16.26
S 2.66 s 2.80

3. 0 M 4.02 0 m 46.62
S 8.92 s 10.21

4. 1 m 77.4 I M 78.68
S 8.67 s 9.69

5. SAV M 19.54 SAV /1 19.14
S 2.35 S 2.65

6. Ex rs 16.74 Ex 11 16.96
3.76 S 4.06

7. FR M 13.32 FR P 7 13.48
2.70 S 2.83

8. S rI 10.80 S 11 10.16
2.29 8 2.34

9. SR 12.06 SR Iii 12.08
2.60 S 2.40

10. SA M 1/1.82 SA M 15.72
S S

11. MC M 31.80 NC M 11.32
S 2.09 S 2.08

12. SY M 6.96 SY M 6.88
S 1.23 s 1.26

13.. A M 14.52 A Pi 15.34
S 3.24 S 2.95

14. C Ii 16.116 16.90
S 2.71 S 3.22

Ilreprosents the Bean
S represents the Standard Deviation



TABLE 4

POI

Changes in the experimental group for the
Pretest, 1st Post-test and 2nd Post-test
on the basis of the Newman-Keuls Test of

.Item

differences among means

'2(1liag
F distribution)

Means for the
three testinos*

1. TI .01 3 2 1

.05 3 2 1

2. Tc .01 1 2 3

.05 1 2 3

3. 0 .01 2 3 1

4. I .01 1 2 3

5. Say N.S.

6. Ex .01 .1 2 3

7. Fr .01 1 3 2

O. S .01 1 3 2

9. Sr .05 2 1 3

10. Sa .01 1 2 3

11. Nc N.S.

12. Sy N.S.

13. A .01 1 2 3

14. C .01 1 3 2

*1 u Pretest
2 = Post-test 1
3 = Post-test 2

Note: A line joining two numbers implies that the means
were not different.
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POI
TABLE 5

THE EFFECT OF YEARS IN PROFESSION ON THE
0 SUBSCALE OF THE POI (SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL)

YEARS PRETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST)

0 - 9

10 - 19

20 - 29

.30 - Up

43.46

48.65

50.55

47.18

37.15 26 40.30

44.34 26 46.49

44.52 40 47.53

42.43 16 44.81

0 - 9, 30 - Uy, 10 - 19, 20 - 29

6.31

4.31

6.03

4.75

Note: A line joining two numbers implies that the means were not different.

TABLE 6

THE EFFECT OF AGE ON THE EX SUBSCALE OF THE POI
(SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL)

AGE PRETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE-POST)

20 - 29 19.71 22.71 14 21.25 3.)0

30 - 39 16.07 19.00 13 17.53 2.93

40 - 49 16.90 20.30 33 18.66 3.40

50 - Up 17.04 19.02 48 18.03 1.98

30 - 39. 50 - Up, 40 - 49, 20 - 29

Note: A line joining two numbers implies that the means were not different.

TABLE 7

THE EFFECT OF SEX ON THE EX SUBSCALE OF THE POI
(SIGNIFICANT AT .01 LEVEL)

SEX PRETEST 1105T TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST)

Male 18.31 21.17 35 19.74 2.C6

Female 16.71 19.27 73 17.99 2.56

/(/



POI
TABLE 8

THE EFFECT OF CHURCH AFFILIATION ON THE
EX SUBSCALE OF THE POI (SIGNIFICANT AT .01 LEVEL)

CHURCH
AFFILIATION PRETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST)'

Baptist

Methodist

Church of
Christ

17.75 21.37 32 19.56 3.62

18.27 20.78 33 19.53 2.41

15.30 18.15 26 16.73 2.85

Church of Christ, Methodist, Baptist

Note: A line joining two words implies that the means were not different.

TABLE 9

THE EFFECT OF CHURCH AFFILIATION ON THE
S SUBSCALE OF THE POI (SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL)

CHURCH
AFFILIATION PRETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST)

Baptist 10.75 11.87 32 11.31 1.12

Methodist L1.69 12.00 33 11.64 .31

Church of 9.65 10.96 26 10.30 1.31
Christ

Church of Christ, Baptist, Methodist

Note: .A line joining two words implies that the means were not different.

TABLE 10

THE EFFECT OF CHURCH AFFI1JATION ON THE
A SUBSCALE OF THE POI (SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL)

CHURCH
AFFILIATION ()RETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST

Baptist 15.62 16.61 32 16.21 1.19

Methodist 15.45 16.33 33 15.89 .00

Church of 13.42 15.15 26 14.28 1.73
Christ

Church of Christ, pe.thodist.,paptiky

Note: A line joining two words implies that the means were not different.

S?0



POI
TABLE 11

THE EFFECT OF SEX ON THE A SUBSCALE OF THE POI
(SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL)

SEX PRETEST POST TEST N MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POST

Male 16.97 18.82 35 17.89 1.85

Female 15.63 17.78 73 16.70 2.15

AGE

TABLE 12

THE EFFECT OF AGE ON THE SA
(SIGNIFICANT AT .05'LEVEL)

PRETEST POST TEST

SUBSCALE

N

OF THE POI

MEAN DIFFERENCE (PRE - POS7

20 - 29 16.00 18.35 14 17.17 2.35

30 - 39 14.07 15.53 13 14.80 1.46

40 - 49 15.57 17.03 33 16.30 1.46

50 - Up 14.56 16.20 48 15.38 1.64

30 - 39, 50 - Up, 40 49, 20 - 29

Note: A line joining two were not differentnumbers implies that the means



3. Semantic Differential

A Semantic Differential test based on Osgood and Tannenbaum's (10)
work was administered to the experimental and control groups. The
concepts used on this test were:

a. Sensivitylraining
b. Superior
c. Self

d. Relationship to Others
e. Principal
f. Student
g. Trainer

This test was administered to find out if as a result of exposi
tion to Human Relations Training the subjects' perception of the above
concepts changes significantly. This test was scored by the method
suggested by Osgood and Tannenbaum (W).

Two kinds of analyses were undertaken on this data.

1. A study of the overall changes in the concepts being
measured; and

2. A study of changes in these concepts on the basis of the
three subscales of Evaluation, Potency and Oriented activity which were
computed as suggested by Osgood and Tannenbaum (10).

Tables/3,P/ (pages Z-21) give details of these analyses.

It seems that the only concept that changes significantly for
the experimental group (p < .04) so far as the overall changes are
concerned is that of a Superior (page ,25). There is nc difference
between the experimental and control groups changes for the rest of the

concepts.

Table lq (page 2$) gives data about the changes in the experi
mental and control groups for Evaluation, Potency and Oriented Activity.
Changes in Potency. and Oriented Activity for the experimental group
for the concept, of Superior are statistically significant. The experi
mental group also changes significantly for the concepts of Principal
and Trainer in terms of Potency.

For all_ other concepts there seems to be no difference between
the experimental and control groups.

On the basis of this data analysis, it seems that educators as
a result of Human Relations Training tend to view Superiors, Principals
and Trainers as more powerful and influential. It also seems that
they gain a better insight into their own selves (concept of self for
exp,:ximental group is significant at .001 level for the evaluation
subscale).

'2 "1



TABLE /3
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

ON TOTAL AMOUNT OF CHANGE
ON SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RATINGS

Conc:pt

Average Rani,

Experimental Control a

1, Sensitivity Training 65 74 N.S.

2, Superisr 72 60 .04

3. Self 71 62 N.S.

4. Relationship to Others 69 66 N.S.

5. Principal 69 65 N.S.

6. Student 71 63 N.S.

7. Trainer 67 70 N.S.



TABLE 14
CHANGES FkOlii PRETEST TO POST TEST 2

. IN SEIUNTIC DIFFERENTIIIL JUDGEUMTS
FOR .EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Evaluation Potency
Oriented
Activity

Exp. Cont. Exp. Cont.

1. Sensitivity Training M.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. H.S.

2. Superior H.S. N.S. .02 H.S. .02 N.S.

B. Self .001 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

4. Relationship to Others N.S. M.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

5. Principal M.S. M.S. .04 N.B. N.S. N.S.

6. Student N.S. N.S. N.S. H.S. N.S. N.S.

7. Trainer N.S. .05 .02 H.S. H.S. N. s.



4. Leary Interpersonal Checklist

Description:

The theoretical background of this system of personality,
the current research findings and its clinical application are
described in detail in a book, "The Interpersonal Diagnoses
of Personality."

Briefly speaking, this scale has eight subscales. These
are listed and described below:

1. Managerial.- Autocratic, JAP): A person scoring high on
the subscale is dictatorial and expects everyone to admire him.
He manages others and is bossy. He tries to be too successful
and always gives advice to others. A person scoring low on
this scale likes responsibility, is a good leader and is force-
ful. He is able to give orders, makes a good impression and
is often admired and respected by others. He is well thought of.

2. Competitive-Narcissistic (BC): A person scoring high
on this subscale is cold and unfeeling, egotistical and conceited.
He is shrewd and calculating and thinks only of himself. He is
somewhat snobbish, proud and self-satisfied, and boastful. A
person scoring low on this subscale can be indifferent to others.
He is self-reliant, assertive, self-confident, independent and
businesslike. He likes to compete with others. He is able to
take care of himself and is also self-respecting.

3. Aggressive-Sadistic (DE): A person scoring high on
this subscale is hard hearted, cruel and unkind. He is often
unfriendly, frequently angry and outspoken. He is impatient with
others' mistakes. He is self-seeking and sarcastic. A person
scoring low or this subscale is straightforward and direct. He
is critical of others and irritable. He is hard-boiled when neces-
sary, stern but fair and firm but just. He can be frank and honest
and can be strict if necessary.

4. Rebellious-Distrustful (FG): A person scoring high on
this subscale is rebellious against everything and distrusts every-
body. He is bitter, resentful and complaining. He is jealous,
stubborn and slow to forgive a wrong. A person scoring low on
this subscale is skeptical, often gloomy and resents being bossed.
He is hard to impress, touchy and easily hurt, and frequently dis-
appointed. He can complain if necessary and is able to doubt others.

5. Solf-effacino-Masochistic (HI): A person scoring high
on this subscale is always ashamed of himself. He is shy, timid
and self-punishing. He is spineless, meek, passive and unaggres-
sive, and obeys too willingly. A person scoring low on this
subscale is modest, easily led and usually gives in. He is able
to criticize himself and can be obedient.



6. DccileDependent, (JK): A person scoring high on
this subscale is a clinging vine and will believe anyone.
He is dependent, wants to be led and hardly ever talks back.
He is easily fooled. He likes to be taken care of and lets
others make decisions. A person scoring low on this subscale
is often helped by others, admires and imitates others and is
very respectful to authority. He accepts advice readily, is

trusting and eager to please and very anxious to be approved
or. He is grateful and appreciative.

7. Coop.overConventional, (LM): A person scoring
high on this subscale agrees with everyone and loves every
one. He will confide in anyone, is too easily influenced
by his friends aad wants everyone's love. He likes every
body and is friendly all the time. A person scoring low on
this subscale is warm, sociable and neighborly. He is affec
tionate and understanding and wants everyone to like him. He
is always pleasant and agreeable and eager to get along with
others. He is cooperative and friendly.

8. ResponsibleHyperflormal (NO): A person scoring
high on this subscale tries to comfort everyone. He spoils
people with kindness, is too willing to give to others, is
overprotective of others and is generous to a fault. He is
oversympathetic, forgives anything and is too lenient with
others. A person scoring low on this subscale enjoys taking
care of others. He is kind, reassuring, tender and soft
hearted. He gives freely of himself and encourages others.
He is helpful and considerate.

Results:

The chahges in the experimental group as assessed by
Leary's Interpersonal Checklist are quite striking. The
experimental group shows a significant (p < .05) decrease in
seven out of the eight subscales.

Tables R, 1ui and /7 summarize the statistical
findings so far in this context.

More specifically, it can be concluded that as a result
of exposition to the Human Relations Training program, the
educators viewed themselves as having changed on the follow
ing personality dimensions:

a) They saw themselve's as good and forceful leaders.
They said that they liked responsibility and giving orders.
They reported that they were able to give orders and command
respect of others.



b) They viewed themselves as being more straightforward
and direct. They felt that they were more frank and honest
and firm but just in their decisions.

c) They reported to have become less rebellious and less
distrustful of others. They acquired the ability to complain
in a realistic manner whenever necessary.

d) They said that they were less timid and less self
punishing. They said that they were able to look at them
selves realistically and criticize themselves if necessary.

e) They reported that they had been able to develop a
realistic respect for authority and they became more apprecia
tive of the help of others.

f) They viewed themselves as being more sociable and
neighborly and made a conscious effort to get along with
others. They also saw themselves as friendly and cooperative.

g) They viewed themselves as giving more freely of
themselveb and helped others, They also felt they became
more considerate.

An additional finding concerning the changes in the
experimental group was that the changes tended to occur some
time after training was over rather than immediately after
the two week training laboratory. No significant differences
in scores occurred betw?en the pretest and the first post
test, Yet when the pretest is compared with the second post
test, the differences noted above appeared. This is congruent
with other theories of personal change as a result of group
experience in that the application of new interpersonal skills
acquired "in group" have a cumulative effect over time to
change selfconcept gradually as positive "back home" exper
iences are built up.

These results are summarized in Figures 1 and a
The general concept that the teachers have of themselves can
be readily compared with the view held by their students if
Figure .3 is compared with Figures 1 and 1 . The dif
ferences are quite striking and are probably a reflection of
the students' stereotype of adult authority and the teachers'
dislike of viewing themselves negatively, particularly in
terms of hostility and authoritarianism. This point is dis
cussed in detail later.



SCALE

TABLE g5 Means and Standard Deviations,
.Experimental Group, Interpersonal

Checklist (N=94)

PRETEST POST-TEST 1 POST-TEST 2

AP Dean - 5.52 5.33 4.70
S.D. - 2.69 2.81 2.74

BC Mean - 5.97 5.84 5.72
S.D. - 2.17 2.31 2.53

DE Mean - 6.57 6.28 6.04
S.D. - 2.67 2.50 2.57

FG Mean - 4.43 4.17 3.77
S.D. - 2.25 2.22 2.12

HI Mean - 6.55 6.16 5.23
S.D. - 2.94 2.82 2.67

JIB Mean - 7.97 7.56 6.76
S.D. - 2.46 2.84 2.61

LM Dean - 8.65 8.43 7.79
S.D. - 3.12 3.12 2.88

NO Mean - 8.56 8.20 7.51
S.D. - 2.81 3.16 3.17

gs



SCALE

TABLE WA Control Group, Pre- and Post-test
Results on Interpersonal Checklist with

Significance Teets

PRETEST POST-TEST 1 SIGNIFICANCE OF CHANGE

AP Mean - 4:93 4.96 NS
S.D. - 2.64 2.36

BC Mean - 5.60 5.60 NS
S:D. - 2.24 1.91

DE Mean - 5.67 5.56 NS
S.D. - 2.25. 2.16

FG Mean - 3.18 3.40 NS

S.D. - 2.28 2.04

HI Mean - 5.13 4.96 NS
S.D. - 2.61 2.48

JIi Mean - 6.51 5.49 pC01
S.D. - 2.17 1.85

LI4 Mean - 8.02 7.38 NS
S.D. - 3.22 2.69 P(.10

NO Mean - 7.67 .1114. NS
S.D. - 2.89 2.89



SCALE

TABLE I7: Test of Significance of Changes in
Experimental Group Mean Scores

Pretest vs Post-test 1 Post-test 1 vs Post-test 2 Pre- vs Post-test 2

AP NS /214:05 p.01

BC NS VS NS

DE NS NS p(.05

PG NS p <.05 p;'.05

HI NS P<.01 p(.05

JIC NS

pt.10

p<.01 p Z.01

LII NS /21405 PO05

NO NS pc.05 _ p<.05

30.



FIGURE 1: Self Rating of Teachers
in the Mrperimental Group

Pretest Score -

Fest-test Score - vol

This profile shows a comparative relationship of the various
scales of the Interpersonal'CheckUst on both the pretest and tho second
post-test. The decrease in scores on all scales can easily be soon.

3 1



FIGURE 2: Self Rating of Teachers
in the Control Group

Pretest Score

Posttest Score

I

This pattern sholis graphically the general lack of change
in the Control Group's scores. 1 comparison of this figure and Figure 1
shows that teachers both with and without training have similar views
of their interpersonal characteristics, as opposed to their students
who see them quite differently, as shown in Figure 3.

9.2



FIGURE 3: Ratings of Teachers.
by Students

Experimental Group -

Control Group -

LI
Erd

This diagram shows the interpersonal evaluation of teachers in both
Ulf control and experimental groups. To be noted particularly is the
raiersal of direction of mean differences between scales 1 thru 4 and
5 thru 8. This is consistent with the hoped for result that teachers
with training would be more open and less punitive in dealing with their
student.

33.



FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE F SCALE
AND LEARY INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST DATA

When the initial analysis of our data revealed a number
of very significant changes in the mean scores of the experi-
mental group on both the F Scale and the Leary Interpersonal
Checklist, it was decided to continue the analysis by correla-
tional methods in an attempt to discover what variables were
related to these changes. An additional hope was to under-
stand the effects of a group experience in a group of strangers
(heterogeneous groups) versus a group made up of co-workers
from "back home" (homogeneous groups). This analysis was done
in two steps, with the first being a complete correlation study
of all variables involved, and the second being a multiple
regression attempt at predicting the changes in both the F
Scale and the Lear, Checklist Scales.

The prediction variables were eleven demographic charac-
teristics, including (see TablelS) age, marital status, sex,
number of professional years in education, number of years as
a teacher, number of non-teaching (administrative) years,
number of years in college, income in thousands, number of
dependents, population of the town of residence, and whether
or not the subject receives supplemental salary from either_
moonlighting or extra teaching duties such as coaching. An
additional variable was the kind of group the subject was in.
The other prediction variables used were the raw scores at
the initial testing of each scale. This variable was included
since it was felt that initial level on any given scale would
be important in understanding the direction and magnitude of
change in that scale.

As our criterion scores for prediction, three indices of
change were computed for each scale, the first being an overall
change score derived from the difference between the initial
level on the scale and the second post-testing. This score
will be referred to in this analysis of the test scores as the
"overall change" score. The second criterion score is derived
from the difference in scores between the pretest and the first
post-testing which followed immediately after the training
sessions. This score will be referred to in the future as the
"within session" change. The third score for each scale is
derived from the change between the end of the training sessions
(i.e. first post-test) and the second post-test, the time
between the end of training and the follow-up six months later.
This score will be designated the post-testing or "between" , -

score in the body of the report. These criterion scores were
derived by means of subtraction so that a negative change score
indicates a decrease in overall score while a positive change
score indicates an increase in score. For example, a subject



who scored 110 on the F Scale pretest and who scored 105 on
the first post-test immediately after training would have a
within session change score of -5. This fact must be kept
in mind in interpreting the sign of the correlation coeffi-
cients derived.

The correlation analysis contains 48 variables; eleven
demographic characteristics, group membership, three scores
each for the F Scale and the eight subscales of the Leary
Checklist, and the nine pretest scores for the F Scale and
the Leary Checklist. A correlational analysis of this 48
variable problem was carried out on a IBM-360 Model 40 Com-
puter utilizing a multiple regression and correlation program
called the BMD-02R developed and revised by the Health Sciences
Computing Facility of UCLA. The resulting 48 x 48 correlation
matrix and 27 prediction equations provided the hard data for
this section of this report.



General Findings of the Correlation Matrix

To attempt to interpret a correlation matrix of this size
containing some fourteen hundred correlations is at best a
complexand difficult proposition. To make this process more
understandable the matrix had to be borken down into manipu-
latable parts. In addition, there is the problem in a matrix
of this size of artifactual correlations of significant size
occurring purely by chance. To minimize this latter problem,
no correlations smaller than .20 (the .05 Level of signifi-
cance) will be interpreted as a relationship and those which
are greater than this size will be interpreted with great
caution. The reader is reminded also that a correlational
relationship is in no way indicative of a causative relation-
ship and must be interpreted with great caution in a single
sample study. Another caution is that any prediction equation
cannot be taken as fact until it has been cross-validated on
an independently drawn sample from the same population.

With these cautions in mind, the overall matrix was sub-
divided into meaningful divisions for analysis. The first
area of interest for any correlational study is the inter-
correlation of one's predictor variables since independence
of these variables is important for accurate prediction. As
can be seen from Table /3, the correlations range from essen-
tially zero to the artificially inflated value of .90. There
are, however, some moderate relationships which do not appear
to be artifactual which deserve comment. Besides the arti-
factual high correlation between age and number of professional
years and number of teaching years, there appears to be a
moderate relationship between sex and number of non-teaching
(administrative) years, suggesting that more males go into the
administrative field. Sex seems to be related in a positive
way to being an administrator having a higher income, having
a larger number of dependents and receiving supplemental
salary. In any case, the independence of the variables is
somewhat limited which probably lowers their ability to pre-
dict changes to a great extent.

The next attempt at analysis involves the correlations
of the twelve demographic variables with changes in the various
scales. Tablet? shows the correlations of these variables with
changes in the F Scale. In overall changes, it will be noted
that only sex, income, and supplemental salary are significantly
related to change. Note also that the kind of group used is in
no way related to changes in the F Scale. This suggests that
authoritarianism was reduced independent of knowing or not
knowing the members of one's T-group. All the relationships
noted are negative suggesting that of these predictors those
most associated with decreases in score are being male, having
a higher than average (for this sample) income and receiving
supplemental salary. The other correlations on this Table are
small and probably not overly useful in prediction.

.7/)(0.



Table RO shows the same information for the eight sub
scales of the Leary SelfConcept, covering only the overall
changes. In interpreting these correlational values, it is a
necessity to keep in mind what each scale attempts to measure.
In Scale AP, which relates to managerialautocratic kinds of
selfperception, being male, having less than average education,
and being in a stranger group were associated with decreases
in score. In Scale BC, related to competitive kinds of self
perception, only being in a stranger group seemed to be related
to decreases in score. No significant correlations appeared
in Scales DE or FG. Scale HI, however, having to do with self
effacing, masochistic kinds of attitudes, seem to have decreases
in score related to being younger than average, having less
experience, not being an administrator and being in a hetero
geneous group. JK, a scale having to do with submission and
being dependent, showed decreases in the younger, less experienced'
numbers of the subject poll. For Scale LM, having to do with
being cooperative and overly conventional, the only significant
relationship was with number of nonteaching years, suggesting
that the nonadministrators were more likely to decrease in
score on this variable. Scale NO showed no significant correla
tions. The lack of large numbers of significant correlations
in this Table suggests that our efforts at predictions of changes
from these demographic variables is slated for large disappoint
meats, without the inclusion of some other more highty correlated
variables. However, the correlations that are significant in
this Table do appear to be meaningful relationships and make
sense in terms of interpretation.

In an effort to find other more reliable predictors, it
was felt that the level of score initially would be related to
changes in that score over time. For this purpose, the pretest
raw scores on each scale was included as a predictor of that
scale. The intercorrelations of these scores for the Leary Check
list and the correlations of the Leary with the F Pretest are
shown in Table Oi. The results are an interesting exercise in
scale validation in that the Leary Interpersonal Checklist was
developed empirically to show clusters of related selfperceptions
which should be correlated with each other but not with the other
scales. This is exactly what was discovered in the analysis of
these results. The highest correlations of these scales tend to
be those which are supposed to go together into the dominance
and love composite scores. The dominance score comes from a
composite of Scales AP, BC, DE and FG. As may be noted, the
intercorrelations of these four scales are higher than the
correlations with the other four scales. On the other hand,
the love score comes from a combination of HI, JK, LM and NO.
As may be noted again the intercorrelations of these four scales
are in general higher than the correlations with any of the other
scales. This suggests that our subjects arc in fact performing
on this scale as they should.
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An additional bit of information from Table g/ is that
the F Scale is by and large uncorrelated with the interpersonal
styles contained in the Leary. The only relationships which
are significant are with Scales LM and NO. This is exactly
what would be expected from the theoretical rationales of both
the F Scale authoritarianism description and the two scales in
question. Scale LM is supposedly related to overcooperative
overly conventional interpersonal attitudes while NO has to do
with being superresponsible and hypernormal. These should
relate to the conventionality, stereotyped behavior and rigidity
of the authoritarian. The correlations are positive as would
be expected.

Table 2;1- shows the relationship between the demographic
variables originally used as predictors and the pretest levels
of both the F Scale and the Leary Interpersonal Checklist.
First, high scores on the F Scale (indicating authoritarian
attitudes) seem to be related to increased income, older than
average age, higher than average professional years and teaching
years, and inversely related to the amount of education. This
suggests that, as might be expected from the kinds of attitudes _
that go into authoritarianism, the older one gets, the longer
in one's profession, the less flexible and the more rigid one_
becomes. However, there is a tendency for education, with its
exposure to more kinds of people and ideas, to moderate this
effect and decrease the rigidity and conventionality associated
with authoritarianism.

The correlations of the demographic variables with the.
Interpersonal Checklist Scales are by and large not significant.
There is a tendency for the married subjects to score higher
on the two scales dealing with being cooperative and relating
to others in a responsible conventional way, a tendency for
males to be more managerial and autocratic. In addition,
those people with high incomes tend to be more managerial and
autocratic and competitive. This is an expected and reasonable
relationship. An additional interesting tendency, although not
significant, is for sex (being male) to correlate positively
with the scales associated with dominance and negatively with
the scales associated with the love score. This relationship
seems also expected in view of the cultural stereotypes of
maleness and femaleness. The amazing thing is that the cor
relations are not larger since the part of the country from
which the sample was drawn places great emphasis upon the
separateness and differentness of the malefemale role mode/.

Table g3 shows the correlations of the pretest scores with
the changes in the scales in question. It will be noted that
the correlations of the pretest scores with overall changes in
score are all negative and quite substantial in size. Note also
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that the pretest level of scores also correlates significantly
with changes within training session but not with changes
between sessions after training. This difference has to do
with the pattern of changes within the group, with many people
increasing during the session and others decreasing but with
an overall change toward decreased scores. This relationship
is analyzed further in Figures 4 and 6 of this report. In
general, however, it may be said that the relationship between
the pretest score and the overall change is that those scoring
high initially tend to decrease over time. Those scoring low
tend to increase slightly yielding a definite overall decrease
in score.

At the other end of any prediction problem are your cri
terion measures, in this case the 3hange scores for the various
scales used. Tableaq, shows the intercorrelations of the
overall changes for the Leary Checklist. As was the case in
the pretest scores, the correlations tend to fall in clusters
with those scales most related to each other showing the highest
correlation of change. This suggests that the more similar
attitudes measured by two scales, the more alike their changes
were.

Tableari shows the correlation of changes in a given scale
within training, after training and overall. Again the pattern
of correlation is the same for all scales and may be generally
characterized as a high positive correlation between the overall
changes and changes after training, a relationship that could
be expected from the changes in mean score. The unexpected
result was the significant and quite large negative correlations
between the changes within the session and those after the
session. This relationship suggests that in general people
who increase in score during the session, decrease after they
get out of the session and vice versa. This relationship was
found to be true and is diagramed in Figures q and b through
6. This was the initial suggestion for the reasons for no
significant change in mean score within the session. It sug
gested that there were subjects changing in a regular way but
going in opposite directions during the two periods of measure
ment. That this was the case was an unexpected but helpful
result in understanding the changes in means.

The most ready generalization from the findings are that
the demographic characteristics chosen are not particularly
good predictors of changes in the two scales used. It does,
however, show that the attitudes measured in the Leary Inter
personal Checklist and the F Scale are relatively independent
of each other and a finding not yet reported in the literature.

The next section of this report is devoted to a very impor
tant problem in training groups---i.e. how to predict how many
and which individuals are going to benefit from training.



a:ettisInterinotltek.atiplpjgZeression Analysis

Because of the independence of the two scales, it was
decided to analyze the prediction equations and prediction
results for the F Scale separate from the Leary Checklist.
Because of the complex changes hinted at by the intercor
relations of the changes in the F Scale, the direction of
the changes both within the session and between the session
were crossplotted on the chart shown in Figureq . This
chart shows that within the session 47 people increased in
score,2 remained the same and 44 decreased in score. This
readily explains the nonsignificant change in mean score.
However, during the followup period, noted here as between,
61 people decreased in score while 32 people increased.
This is the reason for the negative correlation which occur
red during this followup period. It is interesting to note,
however, that there are 61 people of the 93 who showed both
increases and decreases over the whole time period studied.
These are shown in the diagonally marked corner cells of
Figure!! .

Further analysis is needed to understand exactly the
reasons for these changes and to discover what kinds of
people consistently decrease, what kinds consistently in
crease and those who show bidirectional changes. In any
case, within this complex relationship of changes, it was
felt that the change of interest to this experiment was
the overall change in authoritarianism as a result of T
group experience. Therefore, the analysis of the differ
ential changes within session and following sessions were
left for future analysis and the prediction attempt was
focused on the overall change in score.

Figure 5. shows the results of this multiple regres
sion attempt. As may be seen from the figure, the resulting
multiple correlation was .68, a fairly respectable figure.
The standard error of estimate was 12.83, showing that our
errors of prediction were fairly substantial. The variables
used were the pretest score, income, number of professional
years, sex, number of college years, and marital status.
From the direction (sign of the beta coefficient) it may
be seen that the variables connected with decreased scores
on the F Scale are having a high pretest score, having higher
than average income, being low in professional years, being
male, having more education than usual and being married.
The variables are listed in order of relationship and the
latter two or three reflect very mild relationships. This
result gives rise to several hypotheses but the one that
appears most likely to this writer is that those people who
are more openly authoritarian at the outset of Tgroup

VO.



experience tend to become less so as a result of their new
experiences and exposure to differing ideas and attitudes.
On the other hand those people who are defensive about their
authoritarian attitudes initially become more open about
their attitudes and thus increase slightly in score during
the session. After the session, however, twothirds of the
subjects decrease in score, perhaps reflecting the applica
tion of new sensitivity and flexible attitudes learned in
the group. This, of course, relates to the final result
of decreased authoritarianism over the whole group. One of
the problems with this hypothesis is that 32 people actually
increased in authoritarianism over the whole time. Some of
these decreased initially but went back up to their previous
level or higher over the whole session. Others, 11 of them,
increased initially but came back down to a score above their
initial level. Only 9 people actually continued to increase
in authoritarianism over the whole time of the study. A
scatter plot of the changes reveals, however, that these
people were by and large people who scored lower than average
on authoritarianism in the beginning and thus tends not to
negate the hypothesis of less defensiveness and new experiences
casuing people to be more open about their attitudes and more
flexible in their approach to other people.

The variables involved here suggest again what one would
expect in dealing with authoritarian attitudes; that the older,
the more conservative and the more experience a person has with .,

a given social system, the more likely one is to absorb the
socially accepted and conventional attitudes and the more rigid
these attitudes become. The implications for Tgrouping here
are that these people who are more rigid benefit the most from
the group experience in terms of decreased authoritarianism.

The results of prediction show that it is much easier to
predict those people who decrease in score than it is to predict
those who will increase. However, the overall prediction level
is quite acceptable for the individual case. In this sampla,
the equation listed above correctly predicted 73 of the 92
subjects who changed in score over the whole time covered.
This is a 79% accuracy and is probably acceptable as an increase
over random selection of subjects. Also, it is much more accu
rate in selecting subjects who will decrease in score, correctly
picking 54 of the 60.



Results of Prediction on the Leary Interpersonal Checklist

To begin the analysis of prediction on the Leary Checklist,
the changes present were analyzed as to when and where they
occurred as was noted above in the F Scale. In the eight sub
scales of the Interpersonal Checklist, the changes followed
a pattern similar to that of the F Scale, as can be seen in
Figures (c. through 3 . In all scales there were subjects
going in both directions, both increasing and decreasing with
in their Tgroup sessions. These changes were approximately
equal to being slightly more heavily weighted on the decrease
side. This clearly explains the reason for the nonsignificant
decreases in mean score during the Tgroup sessions. As in
the F Scale, the changes during the followup or between
period showed the same reversal of direction in as many as
50 of the cases out of 93, but with a preponderance of
decreasing scores. This leads to the overall result noted
underneath the 3 x 3 charts (pages55-1 with 45 to 64 of the
93 subjects showing an overall decrease in score on the vari
ous scales.

It is interesting to note that in Scale BC, the only scale
which did not show significant change in mean score over the
whole time, the number of subjects increasing and decreasing
were relatively stable so that people returned a2most exactly
to their pretest level over the whole time period. This result
suggests that only about 50% to 60% of the subjects are showing
decreases in their scores on the Interpersonal Checklist. This
suggests that perhaps this is the percentage of people who benefit
from the limited Tgroup experience offered. This points out
the drastic need for efficient prediction as to which people will
show the decreases in score. This is the goal of the prediction
equations listed in the Figuresq throughgi . A suggestion for
the interpretation of the changes within session and between
session is that the Tgroup session offers an intensive exposure
to points of view quite different from the individual's normal
social contacts. This leads to a great upheaval or cognitive
dissonance and some initial alterations; be they increased
defensiveness and increased scores or temporary decreases induced
by the intense interaction of the Tgroup setting. However, in
the period following the sessions the person is returned to his
normal environment and his old attitudes tend to reassert them
selves bringing him hack toward his usual level of interaction
or his usual style of relating to others. However, since the.
Tgroup sessions hopefully will teach new ways of relating and
new perceptions of self, the overall pattern for the group is
a decrease in score.

Figures f through A show the multiple correlations de
rived, the standard error of estimate, the variables included
in the prediction equation and their beta coefficients, and
finally the outcome of the prediction equation in terms of
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correct prediction of direction of change. While this is a
rather crude way of displaying the results, it gives a clear
picture of how accurately the equations predict changes in
this sample of subjects. Again the reader must be cautioned
that these are tentative prediction equations and should not
be used for actual application until they have been cross
validated.

As can be seen from the Figures JLE throughai , the pretes.t
scores are the strongest predictors of change. They appear in
all of the prediction equations and are the heaviest contrib
utors to the multiple correlation. Looking at the results of
the prediction, it can be seen that the number of individuals
correctly predicted ranged from 53 out of 93 to 64 out of 93.
It can also be noted that the lowest number predicted, 53,
was in Scale BC in which there was no significant change in
mean score. The multiple correlations ranged from about .5
through .7, all of which are significant regressions and use
ful in prediction where large groups of subjects are available.
It further can be noted from the overall accuracy tables that
it is much easier to predict the cases which will decrease
than it is to predict those that will increase over the over
all time period. The reasons for this differential prediction
is not readily apparent from the data presently available and
should give rise to an inclusion of more variab!es in future
research.

In terms of specifying which variables are most useful in
these, predictions at present Table 94. shows the frequency of
appearance in the prediction equations of all the predictor
variables used with the Leary Interpersonal Checklist. It
also shows the direction of relationship in each appearance.
It can be noted from this that all variables are not equally
used. The pretest scores appear in the prediction of all
eight scales for overall and within session and in all but
one of the eight for the between, always in a negative
relationship, suggesting that those people who score highest
on the pretest are more likely to decrease in score. Other
variables like marital status, teaching years, number of
dependents and population appear in very few prediction
equations and appear to be not very useful in prediction
of changes in the Leary Checklist. Of the demographic
variables, number of professional years, number of non
teaching (administrative) years, supplemental salary and
group membership appear to be the best overall predictors.
The relationships are all positive suggesting that those
with large numbers of professional years, longer experience
in an administrative position and receiving supplemental
salary are less likely to decrease in score. In predicting
the changes within session the best predictors appear to be
receiving supplemental salary, income and sex suggesting
that males with good incomes and not receiving supplemental
salary are more likely to decrease within session.



In terms of changes during the follow-up or post-session
period, the best predictors for change in this situation are
age, college years and group membership, with younger persons
with higher education and receiving training in a stranger
group showing the most likely decrease in scores.

In general, the results of the prediction and correlational
study has offered some hope toward predicting the kinds of people
who will benefit most from a T-group experience. Although these
results must be taken as tentative and subject to cross-valida-
tion on later independently selected samples, it is felt that
the results point to the possibility of such selection being
valuable. In general, it appears that there are two basic
clusters or factors pointing toward decreases in score on the
two instruments used here. The first of these is, of course,
a pretest level which is in the upper extremes of the sample.
In terms of authoritarianism, this means someone who is rela-
tively authoritarian to begin with, before training. In terms
of the Interpersonal Checklist, it means someone who falls in
the less desirable upper ends of the scale. The other factor
tends to be one of flexibility,-with those people who have more
education and who are younger tending to benefit more.



TABLE 18

.INTERCORRELATIONS OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES

VARIABLES 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. Age in Years -.00 -.09 .81 .76 .21 .01 -.04 -.14 -.24 -.14 .05

2. Marital Status .11 .06 .01 .10 -.08 -.06 .11 .08 -.03 -.20

(1= Married,
0= Single)

3. Sex -.04 -.16 .33 .19 .37 .50 .07 .50 -.17

(1= Male,
0= Female)

4. Number of
Professional Years .90 .32 .16 -.01 -.20 -.10 -.14 . .04

5. Number of
Teaching Years .03 .10 -.09 -.15 -.22 -.15 .12

6. Number of Non-
Teaching Years .20 .13 .07 .06 .16 -.09

7. Number of
College Years .31 .00 -.00 .14 -.04

8. Income (in 1000's) .14 .01 .29 -.11

9. Number of Dependents -.20 .36 .08

10. Population of Town
of Residence .02 -.26

11. Supplemental Salary -.11

(1= Yes, 0= No)

12. Group
(1= Heterogeneous
0= Homogeneous)

/457



TABLE 19

CORRELATIONS OF PREDICTORS AND CHANGES IN F SCALE

VARIABLES
OVERALL CHANGE CHANGES IN

AFTER SESSIONIN F SCALE SESSION

1. Age in Years .04 .05 -.00

2. Marital Status -.09 .04 -.11
(1= Married,
0= Single)

3. Sex -.21 -.01 -.18
(1= Male,
0= Female)

4. Number of .09 .09' .01
Professional Years

5. Number of .10 .03 .06
Teaching Years

6. Number of Non- -.05 .02 -.05
Teaching Years

7. Number of -.04 -.07 .03
College Years

8. Income (in 1000's) -.30 -.23 -.08

9. Number of Dependents -.15 .-.15 -.02

LO. Population of Town
of Residence

-.03 -.05 .02

11. Supplemental Salary -.28 -.04 -.22
(1= Yes, 0= No)

l2. Group .05 .08 -.03
(1= Heterogeneous
0= Homogeneous)



TABLE 20

CORRELATIONS OF PREDICTORS WITH OVERALL CHANGES
IN LEARY'S SELF CONCEPT SCALE

VARIABLES AP BC DE FG HI JK LM NO

1. Age in Years .14 .18 .10 .05 .22 .17 .11 .02

2. Matital Status -.00 .04 .07 .04 -.04 .01 -.08 -.19

(1= Married,
0= Single)

3. Sex
(1= Male,
0= Female)

-.21 -.11 .01 -.05 -.19 -.18 -.02 -.15

4. Number of
ftofessional Years .05 .13 .13 .04 .30 .26 .19 .01

5. Number of
Teaching Years .07 .11 .10 .04 .25 .19 .16 .02

6. Number of Non-
Teaching Years .02 .10 .11 -.01 .25 .27 .24 -.02

7. Number of
-College Years -.28 -:11. -.13. -.04 .08 .11 .06- .- .03

8. Income (in 1000's) -.12 -.15 -.02 -.05 -.00 .05 .10 .06

9. Umber of Dependents -.04 -.06 .04 -.04 -.05 -.10 -.05 .

10. Population of Town
of Residence -.00 .03 .04 .00 -.21 -.06 -.06 -.13.

11. Supplemental Salary -.14 -.13 .12 -.17 .02 .04 .05 -.12

(1= Yes, 0= No)

12. Group
(1= Heterogeneous
0= Homogeneous)

.22 .21 .16 -.08 .20 .15 -.10 .02

//7.



TABLE 21

INTERCORRELATIONS OF PRETEST RAW SCORES

BC

ON THE LEARY INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST
AND CORRELATIONS. WITH F SCALE PRETEST

DE FG HI JK LM NO F

AP .62 .59 .35 -.02 .13 .21 .24 .09

BC .57 .40 -.01. .12 .20 .15 .09

DE .60 .14 .22 .12 .20 .03

FG .35 .43 .21 .27 .14

HI .63 .39 .30 .10

JK .58 .53 .17

LM .68 .33

NO .28



TABLE 22

CORRELATIONS OF F SCALE AND LEARY INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST
PRETEST RAW SCORES WITH THE PREDICTOR VARIABLES

VARIABLES F AP BC DE FG HI JK LM NO

1. Age in Years .38 -.04 -.11 -.03 .09 .03 .09 .04 .18

2. Marital Status .05 -.01 -.08 -.15 .02 .06 .16 .24 .30

(1= Married,
0= Single)

3. Sex
(1= Male,
0= Female)

-.08 .25 .19 .06 .16 -.07 -.12 -.11 ,-.09

4. Number of .34 -.00 -.10 -.02 .11 -.10 .02 -.03 .13
Professional Years

5. Number of .34 -.07 -.16 -.01 .11 -.03 .03 .00 .12

Teaching Years

6. Number of Non- .13 .13 .16 .05 -.06 -.20 -.01 -.13 .07

Teaching Years

7. .Number of -.21 .12 .14 .01 .01 -.19 -.09 -.03 .08

College Years

8. Income (in 1000's) .01 .22 .28 .01 .05 -.13 -.12 -.08 -.07 _

9. Number of -.04 .14 .12 .08 .25 -.03 .05 -.07 -.05
Dependents

10. Population of Town-.06 -.08 -.22' -.15 -.19 .12 .03 .02 .00

of Residence

11. Supplemental Salary.04 .07 .15 .05 .12 -.16 -.05 -.05 .07

(1= Yes, 0= No)

12. Group -.02 .04 .10 ' .04 .11 -.02 .01 .16 .03
(1= Heterogeneous
0= Homogeneous)



TABLE 23

CORRELATIONS OF PRETEST RAW SCORES WITH CHANGES
(F SCALE AND LEARY CHECKLIST)

OVERALL WITHIN BETWEEN

F -.51 -.32 -.19

AP -.45 -.37 -.11

BC -.43 -.38 -.13

DE -.51 -.45 -.15

FG -.55 -.39 -.28

HI -.56 -.45 -.20

JK -.35 -.25 -.08

LM -.56 -.40 -.23

NO -.36 -.30 -.08



TABLE 24

INTERCORRELATIONS OF OVERALL CHANGES
IN LEARY' S SELF CONCEPT SCALE

BC DE FG HI JK LM NO

_AP .55 .41 .30 .25 .27 .18 .17

BC .50 .24 .30 .26 .23 .17

DE .31 .31 .26 .16 .22

-FG .32 .26 .12 .09

HI , .62 .35 .17

JK .43 .25

LM .44

NO



F SCALE

OVERALL

IN SESSION

TABLE 25

INTERCORRELATIONS OF CHANGES
(OVERALL, WITHIN SESSION, AND POST SESSION)

IN SESSION

.32

POST SESSION

.64

.53

INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST

AP
Overall .39 .62
In Session .48

Overall .36 .70BC
In Session p42

DE Overall
In Session

.47 .66
.35

FG
Overall .54 .66
In Session .27

Overall .53 .61HI In Session .35

JK Overall .34 .56
In Session .59

LM
Overall .52 .59
In Session .38

NO
Overall .41 .59
In Session .49

3-P



WITHIN
SESSION

FIGURE 4: DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN F SCALE SCORES
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

Direction

0

BETWEEN

0
- 11

0
28

1 0 1

12
21 0

10

Number
Changing

Overall:

61

+ 32

0 1

60

0 32

47

2

44

93

Note: The two diagonal cells (4 and 4) show those individuals
who showed both increases and decreases in score over the
three testings. Those above the diagonal line had overall
changes in score that were positive and those below had
overall changes in a negative direction. One subject
(lower right cell) had equal increases and decreases to
have an overall change of zero.

53 ,



FIGURE 5 : RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN F SCALE SCORES

MULTIPLE R 8 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 12.83

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. F Pretest -.49

2. Income -1.99

3. Number of Professional Years .51

4. Sex -5.04

5. Number of College Years -3.36

6. Marital Status -4.23

CONSTANT = 68.20

DIRECTION

REAL 0

OW

PREDICTED

13 19

1 0

54 6

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 54 of 60 who decreased

19 of 32 who increased

73 of 92 who changed

73 of 93 overall

. 32

1

60.

93



FIGURE 6 : DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE AP
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION
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FIGURE 7 : DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE BC
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION

Direction

0
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FIGURE 8 : DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE DE
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

Direction

WITHIN 0
SESSION
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Number 45 13 35
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Overall
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FIGURE 9 : DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE FG
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION

Directio
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Number
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FIGURE 10: DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE HI
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION

Direction
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FIGURE 11: DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE JK
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN.
SESSION

Direction
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FIGURE 12: DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE LM
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION

Direction
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FIGURE 13; DIRECTION OF CHANGES IN SCALE NO
WITHIN SESSION AND DURING FOLLOW UP (BETWEEN) PERIOD

WITHIN
SESSION
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FIGURE 14: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE AP

MULTIPLE R = .57 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.15

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. AP Pretest .43
2. Group 1.20

3. Number of College Years .84

4. Number of Non Teaching Years .06

CONSTANT = 4.02

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

12 15

-----

9 7

41.

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 41 of 50 who decreased

15 of 27 who increased

56 of 77 who changed

56 of 93 overall

63.

27

16

50

93



FIGURE 15: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE BC

MULTIPLE R = .53 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.19

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. BC Pretest .57
2. Group 1.36

3. Number of Non Teaching Years .08

CONSTANT = 2.21

Direction

REAL 0

OW

PREDICTED

13 19

6 11

34 10

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 34 of 44 who decreased

19 of 32 who decreased

53 of 76 who changed

53 of 93 overall

1/

32

17

44

93



FIGURE 16: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE DE

MULTIPLE R m ,61

VARIABLES

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.00

COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1, DE Pretest

2,' Group ,96

3. Supplemental Salary 1,10

4, Number of Professional Years .03

5, Number of CollegesYears .62

6, Number of Non Teaching Years .05

CONSTANT 3.62

Direction

f

REAL 0

PREDICTED

11 17

9 10

39 7

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 39 of 46 who decreased

17 of 28 who increased

56 of 74 who changed

56 of 93 overall

28

19

46

93



FIGURE 17: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE FG

MULTIPLE R = ,59 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 1,82

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. FG Pretest -.58

21 Supplemental Salary -.81

3. Number of Dependents .29

4. Number of Professional Years .02

CONSTANT = 1.23

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

10 18

10 6

41 8

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 41 of 49 who decreased

18 of 28 who increased11
59 of 77 who changed

59 of 93 overall

28,

16

49

93



FIGURE 18: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE HI

MULTIPLE R = .70 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE =

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. HI Pretest '.45

2. Number of Professional Years .04

3. Sex 1.81
4. Number of Non Teaching Years .09

5, Group .72

6, Population .06
7. Supplemental Salary .66

CONSTANT = .90

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

vie

7 12

10 8

.

.

52 4

I

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 52 of 56 who decreased

12 of 19 who increased

64 of 75 who changed

64 of 93 overall

19

18

56

93

2.03



FIGURE 19: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE JK

MULTIPLE R = .63 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE =

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. JK Pretest -.34

2. Number of Professional Years .03

3. Sex -2.05

4. Number of Non Teaching Years .11

5.. Supplemental Salary 1.02

6. Group .63

7. Marital Status .68

8. Income .12

CONSTANT = -.51

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

11 5

11 2

58 6

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 50 of 64 who decreased

5 of 16 who increased

63 of 80 who changed

63 of 93 overall

62

16

13

64

.....

93

1.69



FIGURE 20: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN. SCALE LM

MULTIPLE R = .62 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.38

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. LM Pretest .52
2. Number of Professional Years .03

3. Number of Non Teaching Years .08

4. Sex 1.19
5. Supplemental Salary .75

CONSTANT = 2.95

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

+

10 18

10 7

42 6

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 42 of 48 who decreased

18 of 28 who increased

60 of 76 who changed

60 of 93 overall

I

28

17

48

93



FIGURE 21: RESULTS OF PREDICTION
OF OVERALL CHANGES IN SCALE NO

MULTIPLE R = .43

VARIABLES

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 17. 2.55

COEFFICIENTS (BETA)

1. NO Pretest .37
2. Sex 1.30
3. Population .07
4. Ircome .18

CONSTANT = 1.78

Direction

REAL 0

PREDICTED

18 8

7 4

52 4

CORRECT PREDICTIONS: 52 of 56 who decreased

8 of 26 who increased

60 of 82 who changed

60 of 93 overall

26

56

93
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TABLE 26

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES
IN MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS

FOR THE LEARY INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST
AND DIRECTION OF WEIGHT

1.

VARIABLES OVERALL
WITHIN POST
SESSION SESSION

Age ++++

2. Marital Status ++

3. Sex _-- --_ +-

4. Professional Years +++++ + + +-

5. Teaching Years

6. Non Teaching Years ++++++ +++ ++
(Administrative)

7. College Years -- +++ - - --

8. Income ++ - - --- +++

9. Number of Dependents +

10. Population of Town --

11. Supplemental Salary ++++ 4+++++ INN

12. Group +++++ ++444

13. Pretest Raw Score



FACTOR ANALYSIS

It has been mentioned earlier that the changes observed
as a result of the administration of the POI took place
immediately after the two week training period. As compared
to this, the changes observed on the basis of the Leary
Interpersonal Checklist were evidenced between the first
and the third testing, i.e. were noticable six months after
training.

These results can be interpreted by saying that different
kinds of behaviors are changed as a result of exposition to
IIIIMBH Relations Training. Ii order to gain more definitive
knowledge of these behaviors, it was decided to factor analyze
the pretest scores of all the subscales of the POI and the
Leary Interpersonal Checklist.

Thurstone's (17,15) centroid method of factoring using
orthogonal rotations was used. A twelve factor solution was
obtained. Table ny on pagegi/ lists the factor loadings of
the four main factors obtained by this analysis. The rest
of the factors obtained will nct be listed here, as their
factor loadings are very low and hence are considered unim
portant.

The four factors reported in Table V puge 711 can be
interpreted as follows:

FACTOR A: It will be noticed that seven P01 subscales
(listed on Table 5-1 ) have high loadings on this factor. It
seems that there is a common personality trait which is
responsible for one's time competence, existentiality, feel
ing reactivity, selfacceptance, acceptance of aggression,
capacity for intimate contact and a health balance between
inner directedness and other directedness as defined by
Shostrom (G.1 ). All.the personality characteristics mentioned
in this paragraph are attributes of selfactualization accord
ing. to Shostrom and hence Factor A might be called a factor
of selfactualization It seems that behavior which character-
izes this trait chani.;es as a result of Human Relations Train:ng
immediately after exposition to such a training.

FACTOR 11: We notice that the Leary Interpersonal Check
list sc,ales have high factor loadings on this scale. The III
scale has a loading of .59760, the 31C scale has a loadino of
.73504, the LM scale has a loading of .63124 and the NO scale
has a loading of .59327. According to the Interpersonal
Diagnosis Multilevel. Personality Pattern of Leary ( ), these
subscales are close together in the circle describing the
personality configuration.

/''



This factor can be interpreted by saying that there seems
to be a common personality trait which is responsible for a
person being selfeffacing and masochistic, and his being
docile, dependent an' a clinging vine. Strangely enough, the
same personality trait seems to be responsible for a person's
being too cooperative and overconventional. The same trait
seems to be responsible for a person who spoils others with
kindness, is too willing to give to others and one who is
overprotective of others and is generous to a fault. It
seems that the kinds of behavior mentioned above are modified
not immediately after Human Relations Training (like Factor
A) but a change in them is noticed after a lapse of time
(i.e. apprw:imately six months).

FACTOR C: It is evident from Tablen27 that two sub-
scales of the P01 get high factor loadings on this factor,
namely Te and Tr..

This factor can he interpreted by saying that the Time
Ratio (page 15,i(L as defined by Shostrom is dependent on
a personality trait which has little in common with the kinds
of behaviors described under Factor. A above. Since Time
Ratio is quite important in the concept of self-actualization,
it can be said that this factor represents another facet of
self-actualization which is not related to Factor A. The
kinds of behavior assessed by this factor is modified im-
mediately after Human Relations Training.

FACTOR 0: Lecy's AP subscale has a loading of .52055
on this factor, and no al.:o notice that the POI SAV subscale
has a factor )wading of .60042; POI Sr subscaie has a factor
loading of .55689 and the POI Sy subscale has a factor loading
o; .52078.

It seems that there is a personality trait which is
present in a person being managerial-autocratic V:E);
and the same trait seems to be responsible for a person's'
synergy, self regard and self-actualizing value (;::1` ;:r).
In other words, there seems to be a basic personal'ity
characteristic which operates in a person's being a good
and forceful leader, and this characteristic seems to play
a part in a person's ability to like oneself because of
one's strength as a person; and a person's ability to hold
and live by values of self-actualizing people and his ability
to sec opposites of life as meaningfully related. Again this
factor seems to be measuring another facet of self-actualiza-
tion. Some of the behaviors assessed by this factor (sub-
scales AP and Sr) seem to change as a result of Human Relations
Training after a lapse of time as compared to Factor A where
behavior changes were noticed immediately after the end of
training.
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5. Motivation Analysis Test

The Motivation Analysis Test (henceforth, MAT) has been
deveIoped by Cattell (3 ) and has been used extensively in'.
education research (y3). MAT concentrates on ten psycholog
ically meaningful unitary motivation systems, established by
comprehensive and objective factor analytic research. Accord
ing to Cattell ( y ), the ten dynamic structures in MAT were
chosen carefully to give the most dynamically, clinically
useful measures among the roughly twenty dynamic factors which
research to date has established to be representative and
comprehensive in coverage of adult motivation. Five of the
dimensions are basic drives (technically ergs), and five are
sentiment structures. Cattell uses the term erg instead of
drives because the latter term drags in all manners of clinical
and other assumptions about "instincts" etc.; whereas ergic
patterns according to Cattell are experimentally demonstrable.
In popular terms an erg is a drive or a source of reactive
energy directed towards a particular goal, such as fear,
mating, assertiveness, etc. By contrast a sentiment is an
acquired aggregate of attitudes, built up by learning and
social experience, but also like an erg, a source of motiva.
tion and interest. Both ergs and sentiments, though essentially
common in form, are developed to different degrees in different
people. Table 2$ briefly describes the ergs and sentiments
that are measured by MAT.



ERGS

(Drives)

TABLE 28

THE TEN DYNAMIC STRUCTURES MEASURED IN MAT

Title

Mating Erg

Assertiveness Erg

Fear (Escape) Erg

Narcism-comfort Erg

Pugnacity-sadism Erg

SENTIMENTS Self-concept Sentiment

Superego Sentiment

Career Sentiment

Sweetheart-spouse

Sentiment

Nome-parental

Sentitnent

Symbol,

on the

Records

(Ma)

(As)

(Fr)

(Na)

(Pg)

(ss)

Brief Description

Strength of the normal,

heterosexual or mating drive.

Strength of the drive of self-

assertion, mastery, and achievement.

Level of alertness.to external

dangers [This is not anxiety; see

(34) and p. 22]

Level of drive to sensuous,

indulgent satisfactions.

Strength of destructive, hostile

impulses.

Level of concern about the

self-concept, social repute,

and more remote rewards.

(SE) Strength of development of

consc i ence.

(Ca)

(Sw)

(Ho) Strength of at attaching

to the parental home.

Amount of development of

interests in a career.

Strength of attachment to wife .

(husband) or sweetheart.
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MAT data was analyzed to answer the following questions:

1. Are the experimental group changes significantly
different than the control group changes?

2. What role do the following variables play in MAT
changes in the experimental group:

a. Age
b. Sex
c. Marital Status
d. Years of Teaching
e. Years in Profession
f. Income
g. Church Affiliation
h. Type of Group, i.e., a typical T-group vs. a back

home group

The results of this analysis will be presented with refer-
ence to the above questions.

A comparison of pretest MAT scores of the experimental and
control groups indicated that the difference between these two
groups were not significant; hence, they can be considered com-
parable.

An analysis of variance was undertaken to study the dif-
ferences between the first and the third testings of the experi-
mental group. This analysis endeavored to find out if the
change scores (between the first and the third testings) dis-
criminated between the experimental and control subjects.

The overall F ratio as a result of this analysis is 2.3606
which is significant at better than the .01 level. This indicates
that as a result of exposition to Human Relations Training the
experimental group changed significantly as compared to the
control group.

The F ratio for changes in the Career Sentiment between the
experimental and the control group was 10.36 which is signifi-
cant at better than the .01 level. This would imply that the
experimental group developed more interests in their career
both at a conscious and unconscious level (as measured by MAT)
as a result of their exposition to Human Relations Training.

The F ratio for a similur change for the Superego Sentiment
is 3.33 which is significant at the .05 level. This can be
interpreted by saying that the experimental group developed
their strength of conscious as a result of the Human Relations
Training.



The F ratio for change in Self Concept Sentiment was 4.37
which is significant at better than the .05 level. This implies
that the experimental group developed more concern for their
self and became more sensitive to remote rewards.

The F ratio for PugnacitySadism Erg was 4.54 which is
significant at better than the 5% level. This can be inter
preted by saying that the Human Relations Training resulted
in the lessening of the destructive, hostile impulses in the
experimental group.

The F ratio (5.90) was significant at the 2% level of
confidence for Assertiveness Erg. Thir can be interpreted hy
saying that the experimental group became more selfassertive
and achievement oriented as a result of exposition to Duman
Relations Training.
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis
of variance that was completed to study the effects of Human
Relations Training'on the variables measured by MAT in terms
of sex. All the changes studied were between the first and
third testing forthe experimental group.

1. It seems that all members become less oriented
towards home and parents as a result of the training experience,
but men do so more than women. The F ratio for sex difference
is 2.02 which is significant at better than the .05 level.

This change in orientation seems to occur at the uninte
grated (unconscious) level as measured by MAT (i913,3). Due to
the very powerful group norms in a Tgroup, thrs change in
orientation is not surprising to the present writer. It is
of interest to note that it seems to persist months after the
intensive training (third testing was done after six months of
the two week intensive training).

2. Men seem to become more narcissistic as a result of
exposition the Human Relations Training. The F ratio in this
context was 8.62 which is significant at better than the .01
level. This finding can be interpreted by saying that narcis
sism probably goes hand in hand with increased self insight
which results in most Human Relations Training situations.

3. Interestingly enough, women seemto become.less super
ego oriented than men. The F ratio for unintegrated superego
changes was 2.61 which is significant at better than the .05
level.

4. Men become more spousesweetheart oriented as a result
of exposition to Human Relations Training. The F ratio for
SweetheartSpouse Sentiment WA) was 4.45 which is significant
at better than the .05 level.'

5. It seems that men become more career oriented (F = 3.30)
than women as a result of training.
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The following conclusions are of interest so far as marital-
status and MAT changes for the experimental group (between the
first and third testings) are concerned.

1. Married persons seemed to decrease in their career
interest as measured by the changes in Career Sentiment (pri.%)
The F ratio was 5.67 which is significant at better than the
.05 level.

2. Spousesweetheart interest increased in married persons
as compared to nonmarried persons (F ratio = 4.37 significant
at better than the .05 level).

The following conclusions can be drawn about the role of
age and MAT changes.

1. Oldrr persons seem to become less narcissistic than
younger ones (F ratio = 8.62 significant at better than the
. 01 level).

. 2. -.Self Sentiment changes are less in older persons than
in younger ones (F ratio = 8.00 significant at better than the
. 01 level).

3. Mating (riph) increases less.in the older person (F =
3.17 significant at better than the .05 level)..

4. Interestingly enough, older persons become more pugna
cious (F for Pugnacity Sadism Erg = 5.10. significant at better
than the .01 level).

5. Home Parental Sentiment (NA decreases more among older
persons (F ratio = 10.61 significant at better than tLs .01 level).
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As regards the number of years of teaching experience,
the following results are of interest.

1. Persons who have taught longer increase in Narcism
Comfort Erg (-CI) least. The F ratio for this was 0.51 which
is significan't at better than the .01 level of confidence.

2. PugnacitySadism Erg coo increases in those with
longer teaching experience as a result of their exposition
to the Human Relations Training program. The F ratio obtained
was 8.166 which is significant at better than the .01 level.

3. The strength of HomeParental Sentiment (d/( --)
decreases more in those persons who have taught longer. The
F ratio obtained was (3.247.

.4. Fear Erg (ivo decreases more in persons who have
taught longer. This difference vas significant at the 5%,

-

level (F ratio = 2.20).

5. Persons with longer teaching experi:nce become -more
assertive. The F ratio value was 2.218 which is significant
at the 5% level of confidence.

The relationships of years in profession to MAT changes
are similar to the relationships described above with lespect
to number of years of teaching experience.

MAT changes do not seem to relates to income level. Simi
larly, church affiliation does not seem to have any consistent
relationship to MAT changes in the present analysis.

As regards the type of group to which n person belongs, the
following conclusions can be drawn from the present analysis.

It seems that as a result of Human Relations Training,
groups that wore composed of persons who had known each other
prior to the start of the training developed a greater interest
in their careers (F ratio for career cha;:ge was 2.50 which is
significant at. the 5% level) as compared to groups that were
composed of persons who did not know each other before the
start of the training.

Persons in Meek home" groups gained more in Self Sentiment.
The V ratio in this case was 2.76 which is significa,A at better
than the .05 level.

It is in.t.eresting to note that persons in a typica) Tgroup
(i.e. a group composed of strangers) became more assertive than
persons in the "back home" group. The F ratio in this case was
3.07 which is significant at better than the .05 level. It cal'
be hypothesized that the relative anonymity afforded by a typir.a)
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Tgroup probably gives an individual a greater chance to exercise
selfassertion as compared to a group situation where one is well
known to others and where one's role in the group has been
structured before one conies into the group.
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TABLE 29

No.

Principa3s' Ratings of
Teachers Characteristics

EXPERIMENTAL SIGNIFJCANCE
GROUP OF DIFFERENCES

CONTROL
GROUP

107 55

No. Positive Mean 19.36 NS 16.96
Statements S.D. 5.49 p (.10 6.56

No. Negative Mean 2.20 NS 2.2
Statements S.D. 3.18 4.10

No. Blank Nean 3.39 p <.01 5.66
Items S.D. 4.29 4.28



TABLE 30

Item Analysis of Principals Rating
of Teachers, Per Cents of Teachers

Receiving Positive Ratings

ITEM
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GRUUP SIGN OF

PER CENT POSITIVE PER CENT POSITIVE DIFF

1 83 82 4

2 94 82 4-

3 80 60 -+-

i4 72 78

5 73 53 i-

6 64 49 4-

7 87 93

8 83 78 4-

9 84 84 0

10 90 87 +

11 76 76 0

12 85 69 +

13 81 71 ?-

14 52 58

15 91 84

16 67 56

17 79 44

18 73 53

19 73 45

20 69 49

21 76 67 4

22 71 55 1-

23 75 69

24 89 85

25 68 65 4

Sign test
3, p/ .001
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2. The ricturc Icst

One of the external criterion Licasures to assers the
C ffectiveness of tha Ury:an ltelations Training was a test
given to tLe tar0;t by teacher!: who undergone
the trzlinino. A giovp of 2,tudc:;t:. sii3ar in baoLi:,round
and age, Cir.., uSf!d OS a CO:, ) (rcrIT.

The students earlince. uor.: 130 iP ;;11. Sixty of these
students had bee ii ta.ught by teLchans tAo had been throngh
the Houan Pu1tioLs Training ar., firty Cf th(7SO had not
been threvgh sue!: ttaining. The si.otty stud,:J.Is that cm...
prised the c..:ilf.Y3!(*FLP1 irfo:T cOr.f.islci; of eleveath and
tue1fth gyNlers, 32 roles ;.nd 211 Ti :r a9cS range.;
fro u 17 to 20. The control W'CUr. cf
twelfth gr:rs, 50 ii: a31, 22 cf veve u7,le 2f1

female. Their t,;:e range all:e 1.':1!; fvo:., 17 to 20. The stvdr_.nts
'n6 fro::: school

di!;triels ueic ;:f; cohsiiteting (1.ppr:

11) teli! of r.ost n.ajor

The test cen!.if;'..ed of six p3c1nre:, five: of these (:1; (1:

fro;. : the Lic.hir.,t'n PicIvic Tc;:t ( ) a1.0 ot:c: frc;:. the Thet,atie
Apperception Test ( ). The fi-rFt p1 1 C et_pi.11e0 a class
rom sccne or le j stAuldirr; ne6,:l. to 1k! 1esehz.)%.: des!: uith

the te:.chcr 3 sr chair pEd c1A1e).(::: in the class-:oolt.
The f;CC.C..he picture dopicted ;: ha y 11:sic a der!:

behi;:fl 0:10(Y Mao sat. The thi)e pi(toro Oepictee
gir1 sitAjLej alc.r.c SP vn othiu:sf: vscit,it elasroev.,

fo:+rth pietave depic;ce foey thc u:i0(13(7 of the
rt.cd soppc::cd)y 11,31ing da16 that ruLt:. A Mil' pietnre
that of ;: si)c:I. cc ligh1)i!.::, in the: eniing the earl 0i0:
with hcarelictLis e Cd oihcr a TLe lz.st pictvre

a 1.11:,ci: card fo; . the ThaLt.iic Appipiion T(51 ( ).

The in:;irveli( ns uere thefc ft.)* Thcs-11:
Appereaplion ( ) , nauel ti.at 1 h str.0-;.1.s Lao 1c
U) ite sittics certc)ing alund 1. he ah0 1 I i iC the

presf.:tt, 51.1 Jo 10)-c' e!.e.: the feclins of the (.1.;f-
vctrY!; in tha staty.

Tie respol.::e:: to thssy caies cy:1,31.:6 '(..C) to

gel P !: as!,-(ssisni cf I ;is' 1ha
schoo3 sitoot5oi: ror(

lade or the :;tuCcnts' paYorpiie.; or 11,(-w.:_-1vy!. in thtir
aelien rith ta:eheiY,
af!ir a C j. I :!tt:Ipec tr;7ve.:, Lha ihtir
101:7,Y(1:. ti:c;Y )s)-
110,. ftlt 11-ai 1:1;,i,h c:. C. (;:%H.

of t1t. attitu el 1;la

the seJ(-11, tht.ir tfac!Ar, s:

1;:;!: 5 yi 't I (: s ) ; I ;

uoLs.r? cX thst. uil1
ha eis(assa0



The ref:po:::,;(:s of the stouLt:i urc. cy;','.ined at CA.c::t

in order to out sot.. i C C f hry the sito.:(.o:s perceive
Within tho vo;;.rxi or I h : chool sito:.Lio:,. The pictures lovPri
o1,3y hreo,.1h1 vet thi:. thei-c of ;! school in prot:vess. The cla
r001:1 Sitli0IjOr OelliC1:*(1 1, the seconil C:. rd uhiefi

hforoh; the 1.1;(,! of the pri:,eip:..1 ;A:6 the steColit,
Card 313 1:hich alot,e I e cl;:ssioc7.: vs vc31
;:s Care. 3V uith the stoCett' 1.:0 1h5 0 o 0(.YN, IL itlr.:o!A 01) C0SC!;

with feu e.,:ccptions, b.00u!.i. forth theos re;: te. to school
life. Tho Iasi tt:o corOs er.151 1.:.; did the s.or:e thiko
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(teacher)," or "these children are mad at their teacher" and
for the experimental group examples were of "the child's feelings
are anger at her teacher," "some kid beat the heck out of her
teacher," and "the boy prubably tells the teacher he was a nasty
old man." In spite of the specific test directions not all the
students made any statement about the future but sore of the
respordents did so. Here main, the differences hold up though
they are not as marked as the above mentioned dimensions. Thirty
six per cent ef the coatrol group felt that their future was
bad or uncertain whereas only 105 of the experimental group
said so. As opposed to this, of the experimental group
mentioned that their future was either good or to be better
and only 32% of the control's said the Same thing.

Linked closely with the student's percepti)n u: his own
role in this context was an assessment of a general at;Atude
of how helpless er effective a student feels. This attitude
does not give the content, i.e. the helplessness is not neces
sarily an indication of complete complieece nor a sense of
effectiveness, an indication of very positive attitudes.
The attitude refers to the degree to which the student felt
that he could do something about situati or felt that
he was completely at the mercy of the forces aroend hin.
The students' responses were rated along a five-point se?le
ranging from the extremely internally oriented to an extremely
external orientation. Neither ends of the fivepoint scale,
namely the completely internal orientation nor the completely
external orientation, were present frequently. In fact only
two of the students from the experimental group expressed an
extremely intcrnel. orientation. These were therefore regarded
as part of a tendency towards an internal orientation. The
other categories were a mixed orientation and a tendency
towards an external orientation. The last category, namely
an extremely external orieetetion, was dropped from the stetisti.
cal analysis since none of the respondents zonld be classified
as such, A chi square test was run on the result:, of these
which was significant at mere then the .02 level. The experi
mental group as the data (Table shows tends to be more
internally oriented and the control group more exteinelly
oriented. There secked to be no difference in the groups as
far as the mixed otientetion, namely neither interne) or
externnl orientation, concerned. A loo!: Pt the responses
suggtsted that sone of the intereal orientatien also involved
negetive attitudes towards the teacher where the student
feels he will get even with the teacher Or that he will
do sumethive to irritete hey. This was more premineet its the
control group than in the c: :vori;.entel group. As Hotter ( :;;* )

has pointed en t, the ieTertence of this attitude in the geLerel
edjestment of e person ie his life is extremely importent. It
mey well he nste,cd that those LIodeuts V;116 feel completely at



the mercy of the social forces surrounding them, nwlel) the
school situation, are more liable to have difficulty in me':ing
affective adjustment towards life. As has been mentioned
above, some of the internally oriented responses indicete
antisocial behavior which is very likely to lead the student
into conflict with the social forces later on, but it is
apparent thet if a pc-son feels extremely helpless, there is
very little he is liable to do or be able to take the respon-
sibility for his actions since he does not see himself us
emanating any effective measures on his own.

The next majer dimension for which the responses were
assessed was the perception of the teache. As the Leery
Chechlist (pages I ) showed, the students had some
differences in their overt perception of their teechers
though generally they tended to be rather uncomplimentely.
The picture test hein2 exaeAined here showed somewhat more
marked differences especially as far us the positive per-
ception of the teacher ns concerned. The positive per-
ception involved seeing, the teacher as n source of identi-
fication where she pas fulfilling her chief function of
being a teacher aed was helpful, understanding end svpportive.
A negative perception consisted of such themes as the
teacher being inedefluate, horiug or extremely punishing.
A glance at Teblee will s:low that 655!. of the experimental
group ::lid only 3ffe: of the control group expressed positive
feelings towards their teachers. This is erkedly more so
than the results of the Leary Checklist suggested, and it
may he pointed out thet the picture test would he a stringer
indication of the hind of identificetionN thet accrue with
the teacher than the overt verbel stalcmeets which the
Leary Checklist hrings forth. As far as the negative
scntimeets were concerned, there Uefe ageie v-.111 marhed
differences in the perceptions of the tro greep; 43; er
the ce%.perimehtal grovp and 92",4 of the control group saw the
teacher as punishing, as unjestly puoitive 0) nnfeir. Some
of these perceptions r;lso involved seeine the teeher es
inadegnate :rice heYil,u in pct son. As mer:tioned above, Gerd

ievariehly hreeget forth the theme of the principal
talking to a stvdeet. There were less thee ten re4eoedents
who saw the elder persoe iv the picture as reprer&etivg
either au nne1C, a Vnreen or sOric other eethority figu)e.
These renpenses verc agaie sorted out posilie lmerl's
about the princiel or neealive remeas el,oet the plircipel.
The eyperim('rtl preue lied mere OY )C:0: tht. semr e:*,eel of
the tt:0 ti1,0!: of resposf!: in the IV:0 thet is
:367- of their rem:11-e were positive and WOre n(u;ttiY(-.
In !r:i with this, the eontrel ercep skewed ;: Lereee
prefoeeee for veeetive rers tf..W;,YOS the princilo,l so
thet c,r the el.oup sae. the priraipel es hviee eetremely
neu:A;Ve ;the OI:iy the principel as heiee
The po:..itirc rem:,res ehout the plineip:0 showed ;:e



of a conviction that the principal must punish the child for
his own future good or he was a source of a gratifying identi
fication in some other way. At times this was brought forth
in the theme of the principal trying to help the child see
right from wrong or in generally counseling him for his own
good. The negative remarks consisted of the principal being
"mad, unfair, and extremely punitie."

Not every student made direct references to the school.
The result is that we do not have responses of every child
on a direct expression of their sentiments about school but
only in some uses. Here again there is a marked difference
between the two groups, 10% of the experimental and only 2%
of the control expressed pleasant sentiments towards the
schools and saw this as a worthwhile experience. In com
parison with this, )8% of the experimental and 32!.. of the
control say the school as something to be avoided and as
generally a very unpleasant part of their life.

The last dimensien to be studied was the student's
reactions to the flank Card mentioned above. Since the'Card
asked for the student to make a story of his own, it brought
forth a range of responses which were regarded as symbolic
expression of their general attitude of their own role within
the school situation. The responses ranged from extreme
hostility towards the examiner to an expression of the
bright future which lay ahead for the students as they left
the school. It was felt that the positive responses in this
case Were a combination of the student's perception of his
role within the school situation, his general attitude about
how effective his own behavior could be in shaping his life
as well as his general reaction to the teacher's role and
other adult figures. Some of the students gave no response
to the Card as such, however, they made some remarks so that
their statement could be divided into a positive statement,
a negative statement or a neutral statement, The positive
remarks generally state that they could not see anything but
they generally had a good feelirg about the Card; the negative
remarks stated that they say nothihg in the picture and made
some hostile comment about being asked to do such a "stupid"
thing. The neutral category consisted of vemarks where the
student gene no indication of his feelings about the Card
either positive or negative. Some of the respendents pro
ceeded to see something which reeged from a symbolic expres
sion of their own future to a concrete picture. These could
also be classified DS being generally, 'positive, negative or
neutral. Both sets of responses to the Blank Card were cow
bihed and a chi square computed for differeeces betv:ch the
experimentel ard control. groups. A look at Table 1-:e will show
that the differences hetueen these cetegories is 24.43
and for this size sample is significant at beyond the .00)
level. P. 10oh at the darn shore that here .gain the marked
differences come from the positive and negative categories
which contribute most of the difference. The differences
again appear to be in the predicted directioes so that the



experimental croup tends tu give more positive remarks as opposed
to the control and fewer negative remarks as opposed to the
control. The highest frequency is that of the negative remarks
made by the control group.

In summary then, it is apparent that the students do not
form dichotomous groups. They do tend to see themselves as
being involved in deviant behaviors and perceive themselves
as being in the wrong within the school context. It seems
that both groups when shown the picture where the child is
facing an adult, tend to see deviant acts where the child has
done something wrong. Since the test was given in a school
situation, it had al! the associations of the school attached
to it. The interesting comment to be made, however, here is
that the interactions with the teacher do bring forth either
completely negative or constructive responses to these situa
tions. It can therefore be stated that obviously the teachers
who have been through the Human Nelations Training bring forth,
in at least some of the students, a sense of identification
with themselves as well as a sense of constructive action being
available to the students within the total school situation.
Since these arc high school students who arc at the threshold
of graduation, it may egically be assumed thtt their attitude
towards their teachers and the school are bound to effect their
attitude towards the general adult society that they enter
fully after their graduation. It is also apparent that it
eaneot be logically assumed that the control group consisted
of student only with negative reactions, but that the teachers
in these situations apparently railed to bring forth a positive
interaction between themselves and the students.

It is apparent the, :f a student has been interacting with
a teacher who has been through the Human Relations Training, he
is more likely to be involved with such activities as leerning,
studying, preparieg for the future, as feeling a sense of identity
with the teacher WA)se punishing activities he perceived as being
for his own good, as seeing the frturu to be good and as seeing
his own actions to some extent being determined by himself than
if he gets a teacher who has not had such treining. The student
may still menage to arrive at the sumo point es indeed some do,
but apparently his i.nterections with the school environment
Lend to reduce the possibility of his beim.. eble to de so.



TABLE. 31

PERCEPFION OF SELF

Exl,:rurrl Control

e at
r:11 e Fop.Ae Total 0 Male Fwale Total /0

Poitive 13

(Student Fvule

& Adequacy)
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will CWP..:ci:
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TABLE 32

I O. I EN TAT I CD;

inv..ntit I Control

Int.c.:1-1101 28 II 39

1.1:2 1 t:11:!1' 1 lett;c:rnal
or External

15 14 29

Externa I 25 42

60 SO 110

p .02



TABLE 33

PERCEPTION OF TEACHER

Evcrir-ni-n1 Control

Teacher Male Fmale Total of
Jo 1.Hc Fmile Total

cf
/3

Positive 20 i9 39 65 3 12 15 30;(1,

Negative 18 8 26 43;11

TABLE 3']

23 23 46 02;.!,

PERCEPTION OF MIE3IPAL

Principal

Positive 12 II 23 38,;.', 2 9 II 227;

N:Igntive 12 13 25 42/1 17 16 33 66,,,

TABLE 35

PERCEPTION OF THE SCMOL

School

Pleccent 3 3 6 10/, 0 1 1 2:!.,

Unplen,-.:1n 5 6 II lg.', 8 8 16 32J;



TABLE 36

REspollsE TO Vi (BL4N CAM)

Expnr i Cont:rol

Pos i t i ve 25 6 31

Ncoativ3 9 29 38

tral 26 15 41

Go 50

21.43

p .031



3. Students Ratings of Teachers

Two comparable group of high school students wexe selected
for this part of the study, There were approximately 50 students
in each group. One group (called the experimental group) was
taught by teachers who had been exposed to Human Relations
Training. The other group (called the control group) had
students who were taught by teachers who had not been exposed
to Human Relations Training. These two groups were asked to
complete the Leary Interpersonal Checklist for themselves and
for their teachers. The preliminary result of this comparison
are presented below.

No significant differences were found between the two
groups of students when their ratings of thenselves were com
pared. This analysis, summarized in Table. performed to
insure that the two grow s of raters were comparable. This
allows any differences in the ratings of the teachers to be
more likely related to the teachers' behavior than to biases
in the sample:; of students.

By inspection, it can easily be seen that these students
have a very uncomplementary view of teachers in general, 'whether
they arc the teachers who have had Duman Relations Training or
not. When the student raters' view of their teachers is compared
with those teachers' view of themselves, gross discrepancies
appear. (See Figure , and , pages The
students seem to have in general a pietnie of teachers as
hostile, authoritrian, rigid people with few of the saving
graces of concern for others, love or modesty. This cultural
stereotype (perhaps only an exaggeration of any adolescent's
view of an adult authority figure) seems to pervade the ratings
and to over;.ower the discrimination power of any given scale
since no significant differences were fouhd between the rating
of the teachers of either group. (See Table .:;?,page/N')).

However, close inspection of the mean ratings of the groups
on the eight subscales (See Figure ?3, page ) shows that on
the four more negative scales, the control group has higher scores.
and on the four more positive scalns the experimental group has
higher means. This observation wes in the expected direction
and wr;s followed up by en analysis of the two groups using com
bined scores of what Leery ( V ) calls Dominance (Dam) ob0 Love
(Lov) derived from a differential weighting and comhiation of
the various positive and negative subscales. This analysis is
summarized in Table

As can be seen from the analysis, the results are statisti'
Bally significant and indicate that the teachers in the expri
mental group are seen as less hostile and ore accepting than
the control groop teachers. This confirms the tendency noted
in the initial analysis although the levels of the scores still
indicate a very unflatte/ing picture of teachers in general
when viewed by their students. lu any case, it can be surmised
that teachers who have been exposed to Human ReLations Tiainieg

/ /



seem to relate in a more positive manner to the students as com
pared to teachers who have not been exposed to such training.



Scale

AP Mean
Variance

BC Mean
Variance

DE Mean
Variance

FG Mean
Variance

HI Mean
Variance

JK can
Variance

Mean
Variauce

NO Lean
Variance

Th5LE
3TUIMPT3' It! TING3 Or TOEMSaVai
ON ME INTEUPERSONLL CEECK LI.5T
Means and Significance Tests'

Experimental Group

4.66
5.32

Control Group Significance

3.04
6.49

4.92 4.47
4.46 3.54

4.41 4.20
4.47 6.59

4.96 4.9f_

6.30 9.99

5.06 5.20
7.05 7.18

5.53 5.59
9.36 9.03

7.35 7.12
9.85 8.26

5.03 5.00
10.20 11.33
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TAbLi!.

Scale

Al' Lean
Variance

BC mean
Variance

D1 Lean
Variance

FG
Variance

KI Lean
Varian Cc

Lean
Varie;:co

LL Lean
Variance

NO Lear
Variance

hATHGS OF ;s:ACE:idS

ON 1NTEL!'Ek;_;OPAL CI ECh !AST
Leans t:110 Significanco

Experiiaental Group Cott of Croup

8.16 8.61
5.93. 7.49

7.30 8.10
7.33 0.56

7.56 0.20
6.79 6.94

6.19 6.96
11.01 13.49

3.10 2.43
6.20 3.78

4.52 3.67
8.53 5.67

4.07 4.13
13.70 12.48

4.29 3.59
10.61 7.07

Sign)ficance

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
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TAHLh.
STUDEirf!,' hATIVC:3 OF TEACUPS:

DOWROCC (00:0 and Love (LOV) Scores,"
Leans cud Significnnce Tests

Lou (L0V)

Experimental Group Control Croup Significance*

he:1n

Variance
5.79
82.03

Doilq10220.)
Experimental Group

hea 5.73
Variance 14.12

9,52
110.19

p<.025

Control Croup Sigificance*

6.92
13.(15 p2".05

*A cnotailed significance test was ployed 0:1 ):oth

scores with the rationale that the experimental group
would be hiOter on LOV and 10IMY Gil 0011, whiob was
confirmed.

"Ua m 0.7 (.CiROFGJK) 0 n1
LjV 2: 0.7 (J:440-LSCFG)
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TeLv

Question : Do you foal that you arc to aKg..ess your feelin3s
more freely towards your
a. Coller*los no
b. Sup:Tiors yes no
c. Subordinates yes no

d. Friend and reh,tivcs . yes no

YES NO UNADS:11T.ED
it
71 P Jt

71
Cf

A. 126 92.5 9 6.5 1 1

D. 123 90.5 10 7.5 3 2

C. 123 90 9 7 4 3

D. 121 89 12
, 9 3 2

TOLE qi

Question Do you Reel that you can convey you) thouLhts and
intentions rioro clearly?

YhS
.11

5

120 88.0

10

is-

3.6 1.2.0

_no



TABLE. 110-

Question : Are you more sensitive to the opinions of others p.bout
you?

YES NO
a J!

71' .,

no

PARTLY
.1( ci

103 75.5 32 23.5 1 1

TADUL q3

Queation : Do you feel that you cm undurstand ether passonsi points
of view better reardiess of whether you argeo with theta
or not?

ci
io

123 94

yes no

NO
JL

8 6



TPLE

Queston : Has this experimce 11,21ped you in understancnIg other
peorle bettor and makin3 yourself understood?

Cl
NO

ii ci
1/-

M
VC5 no

NAYBE
A

UNAUSITERID
IL rf

127 93 7 5 1 1

TOLE

Question : Do you feel that you can work better as a member of a
group when faced with new problems?

yes no

a. Do you feel that you can clarify the nature of the
problm betier?

yes no

b. Do you fool that you can come ou-% with more effective
solutions?

YES NO
cl

71- 7i* 5

no

UNANSJI2TD
rf



T.'111LT;

Cluestion : such a train: n; pror.;:art we're offc,red. arfain:

a. Would you lf!le to participate ;:ig,in?

yes no

b. Would you 11'1:e your frlends to participate?

110
it cl

_yes no

130T11 NEITIM

A. 1W 79. 111 10.5 2 1 "2 9

13. 120 88.5 2 1 0 0 111, 10.5

J(7/.



Summary:

An effort was made to assess the effects of Human Rela
tions Training en educators. This evaluation utilized
internal and external criteria and matched control groups.
Internal criteria were measured by the F' Scale, the Personal
Orientation Inventory, Semantic Differential, Leary's Inter
personal Checklist and the Motivation Analysis Test.
External criteria were assessed by Ryan's Rating Scale,
the Michigan Picture Test and t;:e Leary Interpersonal Check
list.

Effects of Human Relations Training were studied by
examining changes in each of these measures, The implica
tions of the results obtained were discussed in detail.

It seems that educators exposed to Human Relations
Training hecame less authoritarian and more selfactualized.
They developed hotter interpersonal relationships in addition
to developing greater selfinsight and leadership skills.

A factor analysis was attempted to explain differential
changes in behavior over a period of time. Four major
factors were described in detail in this context. An effort
was made to study the importance of variables like age, sex,
marital status, years of teaching experience, church affilia
tion, etc. in Human Relations Training. The relevant importance
of each of these in terms of the different measures was described.
An attempt was made to predict changes as a result of Human Rela
tions Training on the basis of prediction equations,

Educators c.;:posed to Human Relations Training were per
ceived more positively by their supervisors as well as by
their t.tpdents. Students' perceptions of their teachers were
described in detail,

It can he safely concluded that Human Relations Training
can play u crucial role in the training of educators and
thereby in the process of education. Not only does such
training help them as persons, but it seems that this im
provement in their selves is reflected in a positive manner
in their external en.vironment, namely the. schools. One
might hazard a guess that if all our educators conld he
exposed to such training at periodic time intervals, the
whole process of education wonld function more efficiently
and smoothly.
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